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1. OVERVIEW
1.1. History of Mineral Exploration in James Bay (Eeyou Istchee)
Mineral exploration in Eeyou Istchee has been the preoccupation (and occupation) of
prospectors and mining companies for more than a century. The richness of the territory
in terms of precious and base metals and recently in diamonds continues to augment
yearly.
Historically, exploration has been mostly for precious and base metals, uranium and iron.
Exploration intensity has always been influenced by the economic value of the minerals
targeted. The Goldcorp Inc. Roberto mineralized system in the Opinaca Reservoir area
(Wemindji-Eastmain section) has evolved as one of the most significant gold discoveries
in Québec in recent years. The continuously positive exploration results obtained from
this site prompt other companies to claim in the area.
The progression of diamond exploration by Ashton Mining of Canada and SOQUEM Inc.
on the Foxtrot property (Mistissini north section) has led to the discovery of new
diamond-bearing kimberlite boulders and dykes.
Strateco Resources Inc. discovered high grade uranium north of Mistassini Lake.
These diamond, gold and uranium discoveries especially, as well as results of other
exploration work, place Eeyou Istchee at the forefront of mineral exploration and
eventual exploitation in northern Quebec.

1.2. Geology of the James Bay Area
The James Bay region overlies four geological subprovinces in the central part of the
Superior Province. These subprovinces are, from north to south:
The La Grande Subprovince
The Opinaca Subprovince
The Nemiscau Subprovince
The Opatica Subprovince
These subprovinces (on which the communities of Chisasibi, Wemindji, Eastmain,
Waskaganish and Nemaska are located) are mostly made up of volcano-plutonic and
sedimentary assemblages intruded by granitoids They are transected by E-W to WNW4

ESE– and NE-SW-trending shear zones metamorphosed to (in the centre) the greenshist
facies and (near their borders) to the upper amphibolite facies (Hocq, M., 1994).
The La Grande Subprovince is made up primarily of volcano-plutonic rocks and includes
the La Grande Volcano-sedimentary Belt (LGVB). The LGVB runs parallel to the
Wemindji-Caniapiscau structural corridor. It consists of mafic to felsic volcanic rocks,
interstratified with metasediments and oxide-facies or magnetite iron formations and
hosts numerous known mineral occurrences. Scattered throughout the area are komatiitic
flows and ultramafic intrusions which locally host Ni-Cu±PGE and Cr mineralization.
The Abitibi Subprovince (on which the communities of Ouje-Bougoumou and
Waswanipi are located) is among the richest Archean greenstone belts in the world. It
contains numerous granitoid intrusions and volcanic and sedimentary belts oriented
roughly E-W dated between 2.75 and 2.67 Ga (Doucet et al, 2003). Volcanic units consist
of ultramafic to mafic, mafic, or mafic to felsic assemblages. The volcanic assemblages
are separated by narrow bands of sedimentary rocks generally composed of clastic units.
Several E-W to NW-SE oriented major reverse or normal faults, NE-trending sinistral
faults and SE-trending dextral faults transect the Abitibi Belt.
The Bienville Subprovince (on which the community of Whapmagoostui is located) is a
plutonic assemblage occupying the southern part of the northern Superior province. It is
composed mainly of migmatized orthogenesis ranging from tonalitic to granodioritic in
composition, with enclaves of supracrustal (iron formation, paragneiss, metavolcanic
rock) and plutonic (ultramafic) rocks intruded by synkinematic granodioritic to tonalitic
plutons and by late biotite granites (Perreault and Moorehead, 2003). This subprovince
also contains volcano-sedimentary belts, such as the Lac Fagnant Belt, metamorphosed to
the amphibolite facies (Perreault and Moorehead, 2003).
In the James Bay region, strong positive magnetic anomalies are generally associated
with iron formations (Houle, 2003). In these formations, disseminated sulphides may be
detected from electromagnetic or induced polarization anomalies. In geochemistry,
particularly in humus surveys, the most useful indicator elements for this type of
mineralization are gold and arsenic (Houle, 2003). Houle states that fold hinges and
transverse or longitudinal deformation zones affecting these iron formations are
favourable sites for gold remobilization and local enrichment. Consequently, all iron
formations located along the contact between major lithostratigraphic domains
(sedimentary-volcanic) remain prime targets for the discovery of high-grade gold
deposits.
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1.3. Highlights for 2006
Of the 77 exploration companies with known claims in the James Bay territory since
2004, 33 were active in 2006. These companies worked on 53 of 98 projects.
Exploration activities in 2006 show significant increases in potential for diamond, gold,
uranium, chromium and the platinum group elements.
Pro-Or Mining Resources Inc. identified new chromite and PGE showings
on its MENARIK property (Wemindji-Eastmain area) and report a resource
calculation of 5,352,000 tonnes of measured and indicated resource grading
7.84% Cr2O3.
Azimut Resources Inc. and Everton Resources Inc. discovered 17.21 g/t
gold on their OPINACA property (Wemindji-Eastmain area) thereby
confirming the gold potential of the property.
D’Arianne Resources Inc. intersected up to 20 g/t gold on the Contact Zone
of its OPINACA property (Wemindji-Eastmain area).
Strateco Resources Inc. discovered high grade uranium on its MATOUSH
property (Mistissini north).
Some exploration projects have progressed to potential development stages in 2006.
Goldcorp Inc. believes that its ÉLÉONORE project (Wemindji-Eastmain
area) is at the core of a promising new gold district in North America.
Ashton Mining of Canada Inc. and SOQUEM Inc. hope the 2006 bulk
sampling on their FOXTROT diamond property (Mistissini north) will lead to
a pre-feasibility in 2007.
Breakwater Resources Inc. is developing the LANGLOIS MINE
(Waswanipi area) with projections of reaching production in 2007.
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Figure: Geological Map the geology and the territory of each community (CMEB, 2004)
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2. OBJECTIVES
2.1. Objectives of CMEB
The objectives of the CMEB (Cree Mineral Exploration Board) are to:
Provide the Cree the knowledge and the control of the mining activities In
Eeyou Istchee,
Provide information to individual prospectors and Cree junior mining
companies,
Promote industry interest in mining exploration in Eeyou Istchee in the
context of economic development,
Attract mining companies to the Eeyou Istchee territory.

2.2. Objectives of this report
The objectives of this report are to:
Compile mineral exploration activity in Eeyou Istchee (James Bay) territory
from November 2005 to November 2006,
Update the activities of mining companies in Eeyou Istchee,
Update the development of the mining industry in Eeyou Istchee,
Outline the mineral potential of Eeyou Istchee.
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3. CREE NATIONS OF WEMINDJI AND EASTMAIN
3.1. Geology and mineral resources potential
The Wemindji area is known especially for the numerous granitic rocks produced by
crustal thickening and fracturing resulting in conditions favourable to the intrusion of
kimberlite. Locally, volcanic rocks are squeezed between tonalite and granites.
Wemindji is located in the La Grande Subprovince. According to Houle (2003), the La
Grande Volcano-sedimentary Belt (LGVB) included in the La Grande Subprovince, hosts
the vast majority of reported showings. The LGVB runs parallel to the WemindjiCaniapiscau structural corridor (WCZ) and is composed mainly of mafic to felsic
volcanic rocks, interstratified with metasediments and oxide-facies or magnetite iron
formations. Komatiitic flows and ultramafic intrusions are also scattered throughout the
area and locally host Ni-Cu±PGE and Cr occurrences. In the LGVB, exploration has
focused on the search for deposits associated with gold-bearing iron formations,
volcanogenic alteration zones (Cu-Zn-Ag-Au), quartz-sulphide veins (Cu-Zn-Au±Ag),
and magmatic chrome and platinum group element mineralization (Houle, 2003).
The search for diamond-bearing kimberlites and lamprophyre dykes continues. The
Wemindji kimberlite field consists of shallow dipping sills that intrude the Archean
gneisses of the La Grande Sub-Province (Moorehead et al, 2003). It is located near the
eastern shore of James Bay, at the western end of the Wemindji-Caniapiscau structural
zone (WCZ) extending 650 km ENE from James Bay to the Caniapiscau Reservoir. The
WCZ contains small graben type basins infilled by 2.2 Ga siliciclastic sediments of the
Sakami Formation and several Archean nepheline syenite intrusions. According to
Moorehead, the kimberlite sills are located at the intersection of the WCZ with the NE
extension of the Kapuskasing structural zone. The basement rocks belong to the Archean
Superior Craton with tonalites dated at 2.8 Ga.
The Eastmain area is known specially for the greenstone belt containing volcanic and
sedimentary rocks suitable for gold, silver and copper mineralization.
The Eastmain area consists of the Lower Eastmain segment and the Middle Eastmain
segment of the Lower Eastmain Greenstone Belt. The Lower Eastmain and middle
Eastmain segments (as mapped by Moukhsil and Doucet, 1999; Moukhsil, 2000;
Moukhsil et al., 2001; Mouskil and Legault, 2002) consist of Archean volcanosedimentary assemblages grouped into eight formations; the Anatacau-Pivert, Komo,
Kaupatauch, Kasak, Wabamisk, Clarkie, Auclair and Natel formations. These rocks are
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cut by intrusions of monzonitic to monzogranitic and mafic to ultramafic compositions.
The rocks are also crosscut by quartz-feldspar and/or feldspar porphyry (dioritic) dykes.
ENE-WSW and E-W deformation zones transect the rocks (Mouskil and Legault, 2002).
Archean volcano-sedimentary rocks of the Lower Eastmain Greenstone Belt are assigned
to the Eastmain Group. This group is composed of komatiitic to rhyolitic volcanic rocks
and a variety of sedimentary rocks. Paragneisses of the Auclair Formation (Nemiscau and
Opinaca basins) overlie this assemblage.
Several Proterozoic diabase dykes of variable thickness (<30 m), oriented principally
NW-SE, N-S, or NE-SW, traverse the area (Houle, 2003). These dykes are massive and
magnetic, and locally contain plagioclase phenocrysts and traces of pyrite, and are
assigned to the Mistassini (NW-SE), Matachewan (N-S), and Senneterre (NE-SW) dyke
swarms based on their orientation and a few age determinations obtained elsewhere in the
James Bay region (Houle, 2003).
In the Lower and Middle Eastmain segments, exploration was focused on lode gold or
iron formation-hosted gold deposits and porphyry Cu-Au±Ag intrusions.
The Wemindji and Eastmain areas show increased potential in diamond, gold, chromium,
and the platinum group elements for 2006. Sirios Resources Inc. and Dios Resources
Inc. indicate encouraging results for kimberlite indicator minerals and anomalous gold on
their joint venture PONTAX property. Pro-Or Mining Resources Inc. identified new
chromite showings and PGE showings on its MENARIK property and report a resource
calculation of 5,352,000 tonnes of measured and indicated resources grading 7.84%
Cr2O3.
A major development in the Wemindji-Eastmain area in 2006 is the acquisition of the
ÉLÉONORE gold property by Goldcorp Inc. from Virginia Gold Mines Inc. (now
Virginia Mines Inc.). Goldcorp believes the property to be located in the core of a
promising new gold district in North America. Also of note in 2006: Azimut
Exploration Inc. and Everton Resources Inc. confirmed the gold potential of their
OPINACA property by discovering up to 17.21 g/t Au and have located new gold targets.
D’Arianne Resources Inc. confirmed by drilling that the Contact Zone of its OPINACA
property remains open laterally and at depth and intersected gold values up to 20 g/t Au.
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New companies/partnerships in the Wemindji - Eastmain area include;
Goldcorp Inc. acquired the ÉLÉONORE property from Virginia Gold Mines
Inc.
Virginia Gold Mines Inc. is now Virginia Mines Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc., Goldcorp Inc. and Azimut Exploration Inc.
entered into a three-way joint venture on the new ÉLÉONORE SOUTH
property.
Metanor Resources Inc. acquired, by staking, a property in the Opinaca area.
D’Arianne Resources Inc. acquired the FRANK uranium property.
D’Arianne Resources Inc. and Vantex Resources Ltd. acquired, in
partnership, the polymetallic BLACK DOG property.
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3.2. Mineral Exploration Activity (Wemindji-Eastmain)
NTS

COMPANIES/PROSPECTORS

33C03, 32N14, 15

DIOS EXPLORATION INC & SIRIOS
RESOURCES INC
GOLDEN TAG RESOURCES &
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC &
SOQUEM INC

32I
32I
33F06
33C
33C
33B04

33C09

33B, 33C
33B, 33C
33B, 33C

GOLDEN TAG RESOURCES LTD &
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC
PRO-OR MINING RESOURCES INC
ANTORO RESOURCES
BEAUFIELD RESOURCES INC.
BEAUFIELD RESOURCES INC.
EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC
EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC
GOLDCORP INC & EASTMAIN
RESOURCES INC & AZIMUT
EXPLORATION INC
GOLDCORP INC
EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC &
AZIMUT EXPLORATION INC
AZIMUT EXPLORATION INC &
CAMBIOR INC
AZIMUT EXPLORATION INC &
CAMBIOR INC
EVERTON RESOURCES INC
EVERTON RESOURCES INC &
AZIMUT EXPLORATION INC
EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC /

PROJECTS

SUBSTANCES

PONTAX

DIAMOND, Au

Gc(s), Gc(t)

AQUILON

Au

JV

AQUILON
EXTENSION
MENARIK

Au

Mag

2006

Cr-Pd-Pt-Ni-Cu
Au
Au
Au

TE
Acq
D(9:2,394)
MagEM(A)

2006
2006
2006
2006

Au
Au

D(6:4000)
T, Gc(r)

2006
2006

Au

Acq, Pr, Gc(r), G

2006

ÉLÉONORE
AZIMUT D

Au
Au

Acq
Pr, Gc(sl)

2006
2006

EASTMAIN

Au

AGp, G, Gc(lb, b, t)

2006

COMPTOIR

Au

JV

2006

WILDCAT,
OPINACA

Au
Au

Pr, Gc(r, lb)
IP, T, Gc(sl, r, lb, t), D,

2006
2006

OPINACA

Au

OPINACA
OPINACA
WEST
EAU CLAIRE
SERENDIPITY
& VANA
PROSPECTS
ÉLÉONORE
SOUTH

WORK

YEAR
2006
2006

2006
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33B12; 33C09

AZIMUT EXPLORATION INC
GOLDEN VALLEY MINES LTD

33G12
33C

D’ARIANNE RESOURCES INC
D’ARIANNE RESOURCES INC

33C

D’ARIANNE RESOURCES INC &
VANTEX RESOURCES LTD
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC

32C08
33D; 33E; 33F
33G14,15;
33J02,03
33F04
33F02, 07
33G06

CHEECHOO,
SHARKS
FRANK
OPINACA
PROPERTY
BLACK DOG
OPINACA
NORD

METANOR RESOURCES INC
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC
DIANOR RESOURCES INC
DIOS EXPLORATION INC

KUKAMES
JAMES BAY
MINTI

TYPHOON EXPLORATION INC

WAPISCAN

33H05; 33G07, 08

MATAMEC EXPLORATIONS INC
VIRGINIA MINES INC &
GLOBESTAR MINING CORP
VIRGINIA MINES INC

33G16
33G04

SIRIOS RESOURCES INC
PRO-OR MINING RESOURCES INC

SAKAMI
POSTE
LEMOINE
CORVET ESTLAC EADE
TILLY
LAC EWART

Au

G, Pr, MagEM, IP, G, Gc

2006

U
Au

Acq
D

2006
2006

Au, Zn, Cu

Acq, jv

2006

Au

Pr, Gc(lb)

2006

Au
Au
DIAMOND
DIAMOND

Acq
Pr, Gc(lb)
Gc(t), Mag, Pr, Rsi(/:215)
Gc(t), Pr

Cu-Zn-Au-AgDIAMOND
Au
Au

Gc, Pr

2004

D, G, Gc, Pr, S, T
D

2004
2004

Au

D, IP, G, Mag, S, T

2004

Cu-Au-Ag-Mo
Cr-Pd-Pt-Ni

Pr, S
EM, G, Mag, pp

2004
2004

2006
2006
2004, 2005
2004
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ANTORO RESOURCES INC
AntOro Resources Inc. (AntOro) acquired 100% of a gold exploration property in the
Opinaca area. According to AntOro, the property has a number of gold showings and is
interesting by its close proximity to the Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE project (40 kilometres
east of the AntOro property), Beaufield Resources, Azimut, and Eastmain Resources
gold discoveries. The AntOro property is underlain by paragneiss and syntectonic
intrusions similar to those found on neighbouring properties and, most notably, found on
the Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE property.
AZIMUT EXPLORATION INC.
Azimut Exploration Inc. (Azimut) announced that Eastmain Resources Inc.
(Eastmain) will proceed with its second year option on the C and D blocks of Azimut's
OPINACA Property. The Opinaca Property is adjacent to the Goldcorp Inc.
ÉLÉONORE gold property. The discovery of a gold-arsenic soil anomaly that measures
at least 7 km long on the C Block was the most significant result obtained during the
2005 field exploration program.
Azimut Exploration Inc. also announced that Cambior Inc. (Cambior) will proceed
with its second year option on the West Block of the Azimut Eastmain property. The
Eastmain property is located about 80 km south of the Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE property.
In 2005, Cambior performed property-wide surveys including: remote sensing,
reconnaissance geological mapping and prospecting, lake bottom sediment and till
surveys, as well as helicopter-borne magnetic and electromagnetic surveys over the
project's northern portion. Their review confirmed the presence of geochemical gold
anomalies and a series of electromagnetic conductors.
Azimut has entered into partnership with Cambior Inc. on its COMPTOIR property in
which Cambior can acquire 50% of Azimut’s interest on the property.
Azimut Exploration Inc. and Everton Resources Inc. (Everton) conducted a 30 linekilometre induced polarization survey over the A Block on the OPINACA property to
follow up on the discovery of a gold bearing trend returning values as high as 29.07 g/t
and 50.9 g/t Au. Azimut and Everton announced that the survey identifies a strong and
continuous IP anomaly showing excellent spatial correlation with the mineralized
outcrops that define the 1.7-km long gold bearing trend (now called the Inex Zone). The
IP anomaly continues 1.2 km to the west and 0.5 km to the east for a total of 3.4 km. if
related to gold mineralization, this IP anomaly could indicate the presence of an extensive
mineralized zone. Two 700-m long parallel IP anomalies were also identified 300 metres
north of the 3.4 kilometre anomaly.
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Azimut and Everton report that the summer 2006 exploration program on the Inex Zone
will consist of systematic surface sampling and trenching to aims to further define the
gold-bearing trend. Results thus far confirm its gold potential and delineate 10 separate
outcropping gold showings including one channel sample yielding a gold value of 7.54
g/t Au over 0.5 m, and 8 grab samples yielding gold values higher than 0.5 g/t Au,
including 12.35 g/t Au, 13.87 g/t and 17.21 g/t Au, and 6 grab samples yielding gold
values higher than 0.5 g/t Au, including 7.98 g/t Au, 8.39 g/t Au and 9.13 g/t Au. Six
additional showings present gold values ranging from to 1.05 g/t Au to 2.49 g/t Au on
grab samples. Most showings are hosted by paragneiss containing 2% to 3% sulphides
(arsenopyrite, pyrite, pyrrhotite) interbedded with biotite-rich horizons. The highly
irregular surface of the stripped outcrops in the Inex Zone makes it difficult to perform
channel sampling. A diamond-drilling program of at least 1,000 m is scheduled to start in
early September to test the potential of the Inex Zone.
Azimut Exploration Inc., Eastmain Resources Inc. and Goldcorp Inc. formed a threeway joint venture covering a portion of the Goldcorp southern ÉLÉONORE claim block
and the entire adjacent OPINACA property (C Block). The joint venture is now called the
ÉLÉONORE SOUTH property.
ARIANNE RESOURCES INC.
Arianne Resources Inc. (Arianne) undertook a drilling program on the Contact Zone in
the centre of the OPINACA property located south of the Opinaca reservoir. Arianne
intersected gold grading 11.74 g/t over one metre in drill hole OPI06-02. This first
intersection was encountered at 45 metres vertical depth in the Contact mineralized zone
and confirms the in-depth continuity of this gold zone. Drill holes OPI06-03 and OPI0604 located 50 metres east and west of drill hole OPI06-02 also intersected the gold zone
at vertical depth up to 60 metres and confirms the presence of gold in the Contact Zone
and shows a lateral and in-depth extension of the mineralization.
From the 25 drill holes, 20 targeted the Contact showing and 18 of them intersected gold
values higher than 1.00 g/t Au, up to 20 g/t Au, on widths between 0.5 metre and 3.6
metres. This initial drilling phase tested the zone on a length of 500 m and 100 metres in
depth. The results confirm that the Contact zone remains open laterally as well as in
depth and shows the importance of this structure and the gold potential of the OPINACA
property. The Contact zone is located along a kilometric size magnetic anomaly and is
locally associated with IP anomalies.
Chino Zone
The Chino zone is located 1.4 kilometres east of the Contact zone. Previous exploration
showed interesting potential for gold in this area of the OPINACA property. Four goldbearing veins were identified and partially channeled.
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Channel sampling results showed grades up to 7.94 g/t Au over 4 meters including 24.69
g/t Au over 1 meter, 4.9 g/t Au over 3 meters, 5.81 g/t Au over 9 meters, 5.5 g/t Au over
2.3 meters, 4.86 g/t Au over 3 meters as well as 10.66 g/t Au over 1.4 meters while some
chosen samples returned values of 6.75 g/t Au and 8.22 g/t Au (GM55492 and
GM56347).
Renard Zone
Located more than 2.5 km southwest of the Contact zone, the Renard gold zone also
holds interesting results. Chosen samples returned assays up to 6.38 g/t Au (GM56347).
New Gold Zone
Arianne Resources Inc. intersected, by drilling, a new gold zone in a sedimentary
horizon on its OPINACA property. Drill hole OPI06-37 intersected a pyritized
mineralization disseminated in sedimentary rocks grading 3.5 g/t Au over 3.2 metres
(including 4.2 g/t on 2.6 metres) and another gold intersection grading 1.25 g/t over 5.9
metres. Drill hole OPI06-38, located 100 metres east of OPI06-37, also intersected a
mineralized sedimentary zone that returned 1.5 g/t over 5.75 metres, including 1.97 g/t
Au over 2.9 metres. Arianne reports that the mineralization is of a type similar to the
Roberto discovery on the Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE property. Arianne states that the new
gold zone was discovered east of the Acotago Fault and is located on the contact of an
iron formation. The gold zone remains open laterally and in depth. The new gold showing
is also in contact with a magnetic anomaly known on many kilometres.
Arianne reports that drilling results imply the presence of an important gold corridor.
Mineralization is mostly found on the contact of basaltic volcanic rocks and sedimentary
rocks. The sedimentary rocks host gold-bearing quartz veins that concentrate and form
significant mineralized zones (drill holes OPI06-02 and OPI06-16).
Other drill holes reported by Arianne Resources Inc. intersect gold mineralization. Hole
OPI06-34 (located 400 metres east of holes OPI06-02 and OPI06-16 and less than 100
metres from the Acotago Fault) intersected a mineralized zone showing grains of visible
gold distributed over a length of more than one metre along the hole. This intersection
returned 31.4 g/t Au over 2.6 metres along the drill hole, including 55.9 g/t Au over 1.45
metres. Drill hole OPI06-37 (located 500 metres east and 200 metres north of drill hole
OPI06-34) intersected many metres of sedimentary rocks containing fine pyrite. Partial
assays of these sediments returned grades of 3.5 g/t Au over 3.2 metres along the hole,
including 4.2 g/t over 2.6 metres. Drill hole OPI06-38 (located 100 metres east)
intersected sediments grading 1.5 g/t Au over 5.75 metres along the hole.
According to Arianne, obtaining such results in sediments associated with the Contact
and Chino showings located close to the sedimentary horizon increases the gold potential
of the OPINACA property. Arianne also states that the OPINACA property contains two
16

distinct types of gold mineralization: vein-type mineralization associated with quartz (like
the Eau Claire deposit of Eastmain Resources) and disseminated mineralization in
sedimentary rocks (like Roberto of Goldcorp).
Arianne acquired the FRANK property on sheet 33G12 (Opinaca reservoir). Arianne
reports that mineralization is disseminated to massive and consists of yellow products of
uranium, uraninite, brannerite, chalcopyrite, bornite, chalcocite, covellite, digenite,
hematite, and titanium oxides. Metallogenic studies could not identify the uranium host,
but revealed a clear relationship between uranium and titanium, most of the uranium is
bonded by titanium oxides of anatase and leucoxene types.
Arianne Resources Inc. entered into partnership with Vantex Resources Ltd. and
acquired, by map designation, the BLACK DOG polymetallic (Au, Zn, Cu) property
south of the Opinaca Reservoir. Arianne reports that this property is more than 10
kilometres northeast of the Contact Zone of the OPINACA property and contains
mineralization that seems to be in continuity with a contact between volcanic rocks and
sedimentary rocks traced aeromagnetically over more than 15 kilometres and open at the
two extremities.
BEAUFIELD CONSOLIDATED RESOURCES
Beaufield Resources Inc. (Beaufield) completed drilling of 9 holes on its OPINACA
property. Of these, 7 holes were drilled on gold targets in the sedimentary units
(greywackes and conglomerates) and two holes to test other environments (mafic
volcanics and granodiorites). A total of 2,394 metres of drilling was completed.
Beaufield Resources Inc. reports that the most significant hole was OP-01-06, a single
hole drilled on the Rusty zone. This zone is about 2 km west of the Beaufield-Goldcorp
border and is contained within volcanics in close contact with the intrusive and is
believed to be a short distance from the contact with sediments (greywackes). The hole
encountered a 20 m zone (from 94m to 114m) containing pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite
mineralization over its entire length, as well as quartz stockwork and sometimes strong to
intense tourmalinization controlled by local shearing and brecciation. The pyrrhotite
content varies from trace to 10% while the arsenopyrite varies from trace to 2%. The
tourmaline content varies from 5% to 25%. Gold grades were anomalous through the
entire 20m zone with grades ranging from 0.1 g/t to 5.2 g/t. Gold grades averaged 1.1 g/t
over the 20m.
Beaufield believes the zone resembles the reported mineralization at the neighbouring
Roberto deposit within the Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE property in its mineral content and
consistent gold distribution. Beaufield also believes that the zone could represent the halo
or envelope of a higher grade system. The same hole (OP-06-01) contains a second
anomalous gold zone associated with a sheared contact between the mafic volcanic unit
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and an intermediary intrusive. The sheared contact is intruded by quartz-arsenopyrite
veinlets where a 0.5m interval (between 150.0m and 155.0m) returned an average value
of 0.45g/t Au.
Beaufield reports that drill hole OP-06-09 (Snoopy Zone) was drilled to evaluate the
economic potential of chalcopyrite-molybdenum bearing quartz veins intruding gneissic
granite in the northern part of the property. The hole cut several anomalous gold
intersections. Interval 143.0m to 149.5m returned an average value of 0.40 g/t Au over
6.50m while interval 107.0m to 110.0m returned an average value of 0.25 g/t Au over
3.0m.
Beaufield discovered that holes drilled in the Channel and South Pond zones (greywacke
and conglomerate formations) were often mineralized with pyrite, arsenopyrite and
pyrrhotite over sections greater than 20 metres and often contained features similar to
ÉLÉONORE (silicification, tourmaline, etc). Gold levels were below anomalous levels.
Beaufield conducted an airborne electromagnetic survey on the OPINACA WEST
property, and believes that a series of strong electromagnetic conductors could indicate
the presence of massive sulphides.
New surface sampling by Beaufield west of what was previously referred to as the
Channel zone was conducted during the 2006 summer exploration program. Assays
received from the program included gold values of 27.6 g/t, 9.7 g/t and 9.2g/t within a
geological sequence which contains altered sediments, conglomerates and pegmatite
dykes. Conglomerates with a strongly altered matrix elsewhere in the area returned gold
values up to 6.0 g/t. In addition, Beaufield tested a new area within the previously
identified Rusty zone. Two samples yielded significant values of gold, cobalt and
anomalous nickel. These were 3.4 g/t gold, 0.579% cobalt and 0.9 g/t gold, 0.207%
cobalt. These will be further assayed for platinum group elements. Other samples taken in
the vicinity of the Rusty zone assayed 9.9 g/t, 9.5 g/t, 5.6 g/t and 2.0 g/t gold.
DIOS EXPLORATION INC and SIRIOS RESOURCES INC
DIOS Resources Inc. (DIOS) and SIRIOS Resources Inc. (SIRIOS) reported positive
diamond exploration results on their joint venture PONTAX Property. The discovery of
high-quality Kimberlite Indicator Minerals (KIM) including high chromium/ low calcium
G10 pyrope (over 10% Cr2O3, less than 3% CaO), picroilmenite, clinopyroxenes
(kosmochlor) and kimberlitic olivine fully warrants continuation of diamond exploration
on part of the PONTAX project. Most of the observed KIM occurs within well-defined
glacial dispersal trains with distinctive geochemical signatures. One is characterized by
and also defined by its anomalous gold-tungsten-gahnite contents, and the other one
contains anomalous mercury-arsenic-antimony.
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According to DIOS and SIRIOS, the PONTAX property contains significant gold glacial
dispersal trains uncovered under the till sampling program. The PONTAX property is
also located 75 kilometres southwest of the Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE gold discovery.
DIOS and SIRIOS report that, on a total of 146 samples assayed, 37 (26%) heavy
mineral concentrates graded more than 10 parts per billion in gold including 19 (13%)
grading more than 100 parts per billion, with a maximum value of 820 parts per billion.
Several gold anomalies are grouped and up-ice of lake sediment gold anomalies up to 43
parts per billion gold. In a regional context, such results are qualified as very
encouraging. The study of the glacial dispersion, and the till content is continuing and
suggests a proximal source.
The microprobe work gave results with the specific chemical composition of the indicator
minerals confirming diamond window chemistry and suggesting diamond content
potential for a kimberlite.
EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC.
Eastmain Resources Inc. entered into a three-way joint venture with Goldcorp Inc. and
Azimut Exploration Inc. on the new ÉLÉONORE SOUTH property; ground comprising
a portion of the Goldcorp southern ÉLÉONORE claim block and the adjacent Azimut C
Block
Eastmain Resources Inc. uncovered several target zones consisting of altered sulphidesbearing sediments similar to those found on the neighbouring Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE
property. Roberto-gold-deposit-type host rocks have been identified at both AZIMUT D
and ÉLÉONORE SOUTH properties.
Eastmain Resources Inc. and Azimut Exploration Inc. completed follow-up
prospecting and soil sampling over a number of areas enriched in gold and arsenic
(outlined in 2005) on the AZIMUT D property. Several zones of disseminated sulphides
(pyrite, pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite) within siliceous sediments and paragneiss were
located. Moderately to strongly siliceous, sulphide-bearing paragneiss comparable to that
reported by Everton Resources Inc. to contain significant gold values has been detected
at AZIMUT D. A number of D-Block target areas contain aluminous and siliceous
sediments, similar to altered rocks found within and below the ore zone at the Goldcorp
Roberto deposit. Eastmain and Azimut collected a total of 165 rock samples over
regional VTEM and high-priority gold-in-soil anomalies. The companies also collected
1,535 soil geochemical samples over target areas where preliminary sampling yielded
coincident gold and arsenic values within the 80th percentile or higher.
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Eastmain Resources Inc. reports that preliminary prospecting and rock sampling on the
West Block of the ÉLÉONORE SOUTH property identified two regionally continuous
sulphide-bearing horizons within a suite of mafic volcanic rocks.
Eastmain also reports that initial mapping over the eastern end of a roughly 15 kilometre
long zone of enriched gold and arsenic within the soils on the Main Grid of the
ÉLÉONORE SOUTH property confirms the presence of altered, sulphide-bearing
sediments analogous to those hosting the Goldcorp Roberto gold deposit. Finely
disseminated sulphides (pyrite, pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite) associated with siliceous
and/or strongly potassic altered, fine-grained sediments have been identified in several
locations. Andalusite-rich, fine-grained sediments similar to those found immediately
below the Goldcorp Roberto gold deposit have also been delineated. Eastmain
geologists located a conglomerate unit recognized as a marker horizon to the nearby
Goldcorp Roberto gold deposit on the ÉLÉONORE SOUTH property. In addition,
Eastmain reports that locally on the ÉLÉONORE SOUTH property, fine grained
sulphide-bearing sediments appear to grade to siliceous sulphide-rich paragneiss
comparable to gold-bearing units described at the Everton WILDCAT property.
Eastmain reports that, to date, a total of 4,500 samples have been collected at the
ÉLÉONORE SOUTH property.
Eastmain Resources Inc. announced that results from drilling of the depth-extension of
the EAU CLAIRE gold deposit are favourable and that preliminary calculations indicate
that the 2006 drilling program has increased the gold resource at EAU CLAIRE. Goldbearing, quartz-tourmaline veins in Hole ER06-56 assayed 8.64 g/t Au over a 3.0-metre
length at a vertical depth of 880 metres. This intercept includes an interval averaging
15.85 g/t Au across 1.5 metres and 0.5 metres containing visible gold, assaying 42.0 g/t
Au. This drill intercept also extends the D Vein group 250 metres down-dip of ER04-44,
which intersected three parallel high-grade veins ranging from 11.9 to 20.4 g/t Au across
intervals of 1.4 to 1.6 metres. Drill hole ER06-52 intersected 7.32 g/t Au across 2.6
metres and includes a 0.6-metre length of 19.65 g/t Au. This zone lies within the D Vein
group 115 metres up-dip of Hole 44. Drill holes ER06-54 and ER06-55 also intersected
gold-bearing D group veins which range from 4.47 to 8.37 g/t Au over 1.5 metres. These
vein intercepts occur below ER04-38, which averaged 13.7 g/t Au over 5.0 metres. ER0657 intersected 5.10 g/t Au over 1.5 metres, including 11.05 g/t Au across 0.5 metres in the
G Vein. Low gold grades were returned from holes ER06-53, 58 and 59. The EAU
CLAIRE gold deposit is open at depth.
Eastmain Resources Inc. report that four of eight drill holes from the 2006 program
intersected gold-bearing, quartz-tourmaline veins within the D group, which is the largest
and most significant group of veins with respect to gold resources at EAU CLAIRE.
Approximately 25% of the total gold resources from EAU CLAIRE are contained within
the D Vein group. 2006 drilling significantly expands the D Vein resource. Gold grades
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from hole 56, the deepest intercept in the deposit are remarkably similar to the surface
grades from the 450 West Zone (P, JQ and R Veins), where the company plans to extract
a 10,000-tonne bulk sample. Deep drilling has demonstrated that the EAU CLAIRE
deposit is a major gold-bearing structure with the potential to exceed a million-ounce
gold resource.
Eastmain also reports that trenching and channel sampling are in progress at the
SERENDIPITY and VANA prospects, located 15 to 20 kilometres east of EAU CLAIRE.
Previous channel sampling of sulphide-bearing sediment at SERENDIPITY assayed up to
1.4 g/t Au across 16 metres. Assays of up to 7.70 g/t gold were also obtained from within
this sedimentary horizon.
EVERTON RESOURCES INC.
Everton Resources Inc. (Everton) and Azimut Exploration Inc. (Azimut) announced
that new gold targets were identified on the OPINACA project (A, A-East, B, and BNorth blocks), following reception and interpretation of the latest results of the 2005 field
campaign. Results from 286 lake sediment samples covering the entire project area have
defined six different zones with anomalous gold, silver, arsenic, and antimony values.
These elements are known as potential indicators of gold mineralization. All targets
measure at least 1 kilometre in length and are defined by samples from several different
lakes. One of the targets identified coincides with the signature of the 1.7-km-long goldbearing trend discovered on the A Block IN 2005. Assay results from 26 till samples
(glacial sediments) collected on the A Block yielded gold grades in 3 samples: 2.41 g/t
Au, 0.18 g/t Au, and 0.77 g/t Au.
Everton Resources Inc. and its partner Azimut Exploration Inc. identified a strong and
continuous IP anomaly showing an excellent spatial correlation with the mineralized
outcrops defining the 1.7-km long gold bearing trend on the OPINACA property (A
Block). This IP anomaly also continues 1.2 km to the west and 0.5 km to the east for a
total length of 3.4 km. If related to gold mineralization, this IP anomaly could indicate the
presence of an extensive mineralized zone. Two other parallel 700-m long IP anomalies
were also outlined 300 m north of the 3.4-km anomaly. Everton and Azimut also report
that the detailed summer 2006 prospecting program returned numerous values that show
the high density of gold-bearing outcrops along this trend that is now being referred to as
the “INEX” Zone. Values received confirm the gold potential of the Inex Zone which is
outlined by 12 separate gold outcrop showings.
Everton and Azimut report that, approximately 40 m south of the initial discovery
(located on the westernmost part of the 1.7-km trend), 9 grab samples show gold values
higher than 0.5 g/t Au including: 12.35 g/t Au, 13.87 g/t Au and 17.21 g/t Au. Also about
1100 m east of the initial discovery, 6 grab samples show gold values higher than 0.5 g/t
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Au including: 7.98 g/t Au, 8.39 g/t Au, and 9.13 g/t Au. Furthermore, 6 additional
showings with gold values ranging from 1.05 g/t Au to 2.49 g/t Au have been identified.
All samples are associated with induced polarization (IP) anomalies. Initial trench results
near the westernmost part of the Inex Zone returned 7.54 g/t Au over 0.5 meters in a rock
channel sample. Most showings are hosted by paragneiss with 2 to 3% sulphides (pyrite
& pyrrhotite) interbedded with biotite-rich facies.
Everton and Azimut reported that the summer 2006 prospecting program on the
OPINACA B block led to the discovery of the Claude Target that is associated with a
NE-trending deformation zone, where selected rock samples from outcrops returned
5.60g/t Au. Everton and Azimut also report that approximately 150 metres east of the
Claude Target and down-ice of the deformation zone, four samples collected from two 12 metre large boulders, returned values of 35.98 g/t Au, 4.69 g/t Au, 3.54 g/t Au and 3.28
g/t Au.
Everton and Azimut describe the OPINACA B block as being adjacent to the western
boundary of the Everton WILDCAT property where the Manuel Showings were
discovered and channel cuts returned up to 12.01 g/t Au over 4.6 metres. The Claude
Target is about 10 kilometres southwest of the Manuel Showings and consists of sheared
silicified and mineralized paragneiss outcrop containing some quartz veinlets. The
mineralization is composed of 3-5% disseminated pyrite with traces of arsenopyrite and
molybdenite.
Everton Resources Inc. identified new gold and multi-element targets on its 100%
owned WILDCAT project, located adjacent to the Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE gold
discovery. Final interpretation of the latest results from the 270-sample lake-bottom
sediment survey carried out in 2005, defined six different clusters of gold anomalies and
other elements associated with gold mineralization, such as silver, antimony and arsenic.
Each cluster of anomalies is defined by several different lakes and represents potential
targets for gold mineralization. One of the clusters is located in the immediate extension
of the 1.7-km gold-bearing trend discovered by Everton and Azimut Exploration Inc. in
late 2005. The different targets vary in size from 1 km2 to 10 km2.
Everton Resources Inc. discovered additional high-grade gold showings from two
different locations on its WILDCAT properties. On WILDCAT 5, additional prospecting
and sampling 500 m east of the original Manuel Showing returned grades of 75.79 g/t Au,
24.20 g/t Au, 11.14 g/t Au, 3.30 g/t Au and 1.74 g/t Au from rock outcrop samples. These
new gold outcrops are 500 m east of the results released on August 15, 2006 that
announced a rock-chip sampling channel made perpendicularly to the mineralized
structure on the Manuel Showing returned 10.6 g/t Au over 3.0 m and two grab samples
collected on the same outcrop graded values of 18.0 g/t Au and 29.2 g/t Au. On
WILDCAT 2, initial sampling from outcrops and boulders returned grades of 14.51 g/t
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Au, 5.35 g/t Au, 1.22 g/t Au, 0.91 g/t Au and 0.67 g/t Au. These initial results are from a
new zone named the Inex Zone Extension since they lie on strike and trend 1000 m east
of the Inex Zone on the Everton OPINACA A block. The Everton WILDCAT 2
property is contiguous to the south-eastern edge of the OPINACA A block.
Prospecting and sampling by Everton on the WILDCAT property led to the discovery of
the “Manuel” Showing where encouraging gold results were returned. A rock-chip
sampling channel made perpendicularly to the mineralized structure returned 10.6 g/t Au
over 3.0 m. Two grab samples collected on the same outcrop graded values of 18.0 g/t Au
and 29.2 g/t Au. Field observation from prospecting work indicates that the
mineralization may extend over several hundreds of meters on strike.
Everton Resources Inc. reported the results from four channel samples cut on the
Manuel Showing on its WILDCAT 5 property. The Manuel Showings were stripped over
9 meters along the strike of mineralization where four rock-saw sampling channels,
spaced 2 to 3 meters apart, were cut perpendicularly to the mineralized structure. From
the easternmost to the westernmost channel, values obtained are: 11.79 g/t Au over 4.2
meters, 8.29 g/t Au over 4.2 meters, 12.01 g/t Au over 4.6 meters and 5.37 g/t Au over
4.5 meters. Field observation from prospecting work indicates that the mineralized zone
remains open in all directions. Mineralization on the Manuel Showings consists of two
parallel mineralized bands containing up to 3% fine to medium-grained disseminated,
pyrite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite, with some traces of chalcopyrite. The mineralized bands
are hosted within a moderately to strongly silicified paragnessic rocks. Small quartz
veinlets are also present.
GOLDCORP INC
Goldcorp Inc. (Goldcorp) acquired the ÉLÉONORE property from Virginia Gold
Mines Inc. (now Virginia Mines Inc.). Goldcorp is conducting a drilling program to
further test the potential of the deposit and to provide additional data for preliminary
conceptual scoping studies.
GOLDEN TAG RESOURCES LTD
Golden Tag Resources Ltd. (Golden Tag) initiated a program of surface exploration in
March 2006 on the AQUILON EXTENSION property held jointly with SIRIOS
Resources Inc. (SIRIOS). The program was designed to outline folded Banded Iron
Formation (BIF) horizons using ground geophysics. Golden Tag reports that these BIF
horizons occur immediately southwest of high grade quartz veining documented on the
contiguous main AQUILON property to the north where Golden Tag is earning 60 %
interest from SOQUEM Inc. and SIRIOS. The magnetic trend of the iron formation has
been followed through airborne geophysical surveys through the AQUILON
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EXTENSION property. Golden Tag also states that in analogies with the Musselwhite
deposit in northwestern Ontario and other known BIF-hosted occurrences worldwide,
gold commonly occurs associated with magnetic destruction (weak magnetic signature)
or in cross-cutting structures to the magnetic trends.
Golden Tag Resources Inc. traced the BIF using ground geophysics (magnetic) over an
area of approximately 10 km2. According to Golden Tag, interpretation of the new data
supports multiple refolding of the favourable target horizon with 10 areas where the
magnetic trend is broken. One area, 800 metres long, shows a highly suppressed magnetic
signature.
GOLDEN VALLEY MINES LTD
Golden Valley Mines Ltd. (Golden Valley) reports that Phase I of the 2006 exploration
program is focused on the CHEECHOO A property located immediately west of
Goldcorp Inc. ÉLÉONORE property and contiguous with the Beaufield OPINACA
property. This area represents the priority target area based on its prospective geological
setting, proximity to known gold mineralization and from the results of work (geophysics
and sampling) completed through 2005. Prospecting and mapping work outlined an
altered and mineralized shear zone along a diorite-amphibolized basalt contact. This
contact and related mineralized zone is associated with an interpreted airborne
electromagnetic (AEM) conductor axis across the northeast property boundary over a
distance of some 3 kilometres. Several regional scale northeast-trending cross-structures
are evident in the magnetic data in this area suggesting a possible relationship to
mineralization. Based on preliminary results obtained from the 2005 mapping and
prospecting program, three new important gold anomalous targets in addition to two
copper anomalous zones have been defined on these properties (CHEECHOO B and
SHARKS). The first priority target area to be ground checked is located in the southwest
section of the CHEECHOO B property. At this site, a rock grab sample assayed 859 ppb
gold located along a prominent regional lineament along the northwest strike extension of
an AEM conductor.
METANOR RESOURCES INC
Metanor Resources Inc. (Metanor) acquired, by staking, a highly prospective gold
property in the Opinaca area. The property includes 92 cells totalling 4,827.82 hectares
(NTS sheet 32C08) centred on 52 degrees 28'E latitude and 76 degrees 18'N longitude.
The cells comprising the claim block were staked to cover an area containing several
airborne magnetic anomalies in a geological setting involving volcanic units located
between two granitic intrusives, conducive to the discovery of gold mineralization. This
new property lies about 30 km south-southwest of the Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE gold
property.
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PRO-OR MINING RESOURCES INC.
Work to date by Pro-Or Mining Resources Inc. (Pro-Or) has resulted in the
identification of 31 chromite showings on the MENARIK chromium property. Numerous
platinum-group metal (PGM) showings are also found on the property in association with
the chromite beds or with nickel and copper sulfide showings. In addition, the property
hosts 61 known gold-rich surface showings associated with arsenopyrite formations.
Pro-Or is continuing to assess the resources on the property. In the spring of 2006, the
Company drilled some 2,000 metres in 10 holes, including seven on previously nondrilled zones. At this time, Pro-Or also completed a technical report on the MENARIK
chromium property. The report shows that the property has a high-grade resource of over
5 million tonnes in four zones, with excellent potential for additional tonnage.
Carried out by Groupe Conseil Roche Ltée, the report contains a compilation of recent
and historical work performed on the property. In all, 30 chromite showings have been
identified. Diamond drilling has been conducted on 14 showings, and chrome-bearing
zones have been identified on 10 of these. Resource calculations for four zones (CR-1,
CR-16, CR-17 and CR-31) have confirmed 5,352,000 tonnes of measured and indicated
resources grading 7.84% Cr2O3, comparable to high-quality South African chromite.
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC.
Sirios Resources Inc. (Sirios) reported that significant gold anomalies were outlined by
a till sampling program on the PONTAX property held in partnership with DIOS
Resources Inc.. On a total of 145 samples assayed, 37 (26%) heavy mineral concentrates
graded more than 10 ppb Au including 19 (13%) grading more than 100 ppb with a
maximum value of 820 ppb. Several gold anomalies are grouped and up-ice of lake
sediment gold anomalies. Sirios believes the study of the glacial dispersion and the till
content suggests a proximal source and exclude the ÉLÉONORE and Elmer gold
occurrences as the source for the gold.
Sirios Resources Inc. announced the discovery of a first high grade silver/gold showing
on the claims forming part of their PONTAX property, where rock samples graded up to
1.025 g/t silver and 1.4 g/t gold.
The mineralized zone is of metric width and outcrops over a length of 40 meters; it is
open on both sides. It occurs along a silicified lithological contact with up to 15%
sulfides. These sulfides consist mainly of pyrite and galena (lead sulfide) with traces of
chalcopyrite (copper sulfide). Twenty-one additional grab samples were collected on the
showing during a second visit to the site which also led to the discovery of a second
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outcrop showing similar characteristics and located approximately 250 meters along
strike.
Sirios Resources Inc (Sirios) completed the first prospecting phase on its KUKAMES
and OPINACA NORD properties in the Opinaca area. Sirios confirms a major gold
anomaly on the KUKAMES property. Sirios reports that results of lake-bottom sediment
survey outlined a major regional gold anomaly that includes twenty anomalous lakes with
strong structural control in the western part of the KUKAMES property. This anomaly is
coincidental with the contact between the La Grande and Opinaca geological subprovinces. Sirios located a few other distinct anomalies consisting of several adjacent
lakes in the eastern part of the property. Some anomalies were associated with anomalous
bismuth, tellurium, silver, uranium and tin contents. Sirios states that the gold associated
with these sediments is essentially hydromorphic and nor detritic. Sirios also reports that
the signature of the KUKAMES anomaly is of the same intensity and size, although
different, as the one observed at the Goldcorp ÉLÉONORE discovery.
Sirios reports that the lake-bottom sediment survey confirmed and detailed two gold
anomalies in the OPINACA NORD property. According to Sirios, a gold anomaly in the
northeastern part of the property is associated with arsenic, silver, bismuth and selenium,
follows a glacial dispersion, and shows size and intensity similar to the one observed
down ice of the ÉLÉONORE deposit. The second gold-silver-tellurium anomaly forms a
glacial dispersal train suggesting a source in the western part of the property in the
vicinity of a major east-west structural lineament.
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4. CREE NATION OF MISTISSINI
4.1. Geology and mineral resources potential
The Archean Upper Eastmain volcano-sedimentary belt, known for its gold, base metal,
and PGE potential, continues to attract considerable attention in terms of diamond
exploration.
The Otish kimberlite field is located in the NE part of the Opatica and Opinaca SubProvinces, north and west of the Otish Basin. According to Moorhead et al (2003) the
Beaver Lake pipe ( Ditem Explorations Inc.) and the Renard cluster (Ashton Mining of
Canada Inc./SOQUEM Inc.) are in the south end of the Mistassini-Lemoyne structural
zone (MLZ), which extends from the Mistassini Basin 650 km ENE to the Labrador
Trough.
Exploration in the Otish Mountains area and other sites north of Mistassini Lake revealed
continued increase in mineral resources especially in diamonds and in uranium. Most
notable are the discoveries of new kimberlitic dykes and diamonds by Ashton Mining of
Canada Inc. and SOQUEM Inc. on their FOXTROT property. The companies have
progressed to the on-site construction of a dense media separation facility and the sinking
of an underground ramp. Majescor Resources Inc. and Forest Gate Resources Inc.
confirmed the diamond potential of their PORTAGE property. Strateco Resources Inc.
confirmed high grade uranium (5.96% U3O8) on its MATOUSH property.
New companies/partnerships in the Mistassini lake area include:
Eastmain Resources Inc. acquired the Eastmain Mine from Campbell
Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. acquired 100% interest in the RUBY HILL
property west of the Eastmain Mine.
Consolidated Pacific Bay Minerals Ltd. acquired the OTISH MOUNTAIN
URANIUM property.
Strateco Resources Inc. acquired 100% interest in the MATOUSH uranium
property.
Virginia Mines Inc. entered into a joint venture with Breakwater Resources
Ltd. on the COULON property.
Virginia Mines Inc. entered into a joint venture with MacDonald Mines
Exploration Ltd. on the LG-3.5 property.
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4.2. Mineral Exploration Activity – Mistissini area (North – Otish Mountains, West – Troilus)

MISTASSINI WEST – TROILUS
NTS

32J10, 15, 16

COMPANIES/PROSPECTORS

32J16

BEAUFIELD CONSOLIDATED
RESOURCES INC &
FALCONBRIDGE LTD
INMET MINING CORPORATION
NORMABEC MINING RESOURCES
INC & SOQUEM INC
NORTHERN MINING
EXPLORATION. LTD & SOQUEM
INC
DIOS EXPLORATION INC
VIOR MINING EXPLORATION CO
INC & SOQUEM INC
LES RESOURCES TECTONIC INC

32J15, 16
32J10

SOQUEM INC
SOQUEM INC

32O01
32J09
32J09, 10
32J09, 16; 32I13
32J10, 15, 16

PROJECTS

SUBSTANCES

WORK

Year

TROILUS MINE
ARMAGNAC
(1345)
CLAIRY (1171)

Cu-Au-Ag
PGE-Au-Cu

D
G, IP, Pr, S, T

2006
2004, 2005

Cu-Zn

AGp

2004, 2005

ARTAUD
DOMERGUE
(1149)
LAC LA
FOURCHE
DILEO-NORD
MOLBAN (1331)

DIAMOND
Cu-Zn

Gc(e), GC(t)
AGp

2004, 2005
2004

Au

G

2004

Cu-Au
LITHIUM

IP, Mag, T
G, Pr, S, T

2004
2004

TROILUS

Cu-Zn-Pb-Ag-Au

D(5 :)

2006
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MISTASSINI NORTH
NTS

33A09, 15, 16; 33H01

22M13
33A08, 09, 10; 23D12; 33H01, 02

33A03, 07
23L11, 12, 13, 14; 23M03, 04

33A, 32P, 22M, 23D. 23E, 23L06
33A07, 08, 09, 10, 15, 16; 33H01, 02
23D03
23D04
22M13; 32P16

COMPANIES/PROSPECTORS

ASHTON MINING OF CANADA INC
& SOQUEM INC
EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC
EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC
CONSOLIDATED PACIFIC BAY
MINERALS LTD.
STRATECO RESOURCES INC
DIOS EXPLORATION INC & DE
BEERS CANADA EXPLORATION
INC
STRATECO RESOURCES INC
WESTERN TROY CAPITAL
RESOURCES INC
VIRGINIA MINES INC &
BREAKWATER RESOURCES LTD
VIRGINIA MINES INC &
MACDONALD MINES
EXPLORATION LTD
DIADEM RESOURCES LTD
MAJESCOR RESOURCES INC &
FOREST GATE RESOURCES
MAJESCOR RESOURCES INC &
DUNSMUIR VENTURES LTD
OTISH RESOURCES INC
CAMECO CORP & COGEMA
RESOURCES INC

PROJECTS

SUBSTANCES
DIAMOND

Drc, DMS, B, D

WORK

Year

RUBY HILL
EASTMAIN MINE
OTISH
MOUNTAINS
URANIUM
MATOUSH
33 CARATS

Au
Au, Cu
URANIUM

VTEM(A)
Acq
Acq, AGp

2006
2006
2006

URANIUM
DIAMOND

D(10:4000), Acq
DGc(t)

2006
2006

ECLAT
LAC MACLEOD

URANIUM
Cu-Au-Ag-Mo

D
Gp; D

2006
2006

COULON

Cu-Zn-Pb-Ag-Au

JV

2006

LG-3.5

Cu-Zn-Ag

JV

2006

OTISH DIAMOND

DIAMOND

2004, 2005

PORTAGE

DIAMOND

Gc, Mag-EM(A),
Pr23D/03
Gc(t), D

LAC LAPARRE

DIAMOND

Gc

2004, 2005

LAC LAPARRE
OTISH SOUTH

DIAMOND
URANIUM

Gc
Mag-EM(A), Rd, Rsi

2004-2005
2004-2005

FOXTROT

2006

2006
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32P10, 15, 16
32P07, 10, 14, 15, 16
33A01
32P16; 22M13
32O16; 33A04, 09, 10, 11, 14; 33H;
23O10
32I01, 02
33H; 23E
33H09
33A01, 02; 32P01, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11,
15, 16
23E03, 04
33A08
33A02, 03, 08, 10, 11, 14, 15; 23D13
23E04, 06, 10; 23D12; 33H01

DIOS EXPLORATION INC &
VAALDIAM RESOURCES LTD
MAJESCOR RESOURCES INC &
SUPERIOR DIAMONDS INC
DITEM EXPLORATIONS INC
PERSHIMCO RESOURCES INC &
GILBERT LAMOTHE
SANTOY RESOURCES LTD &
VAALDIAM RESOURCES LTD
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC &
GOLDEN TAG RESOURCES LTD
VIRGINIA MINES INC
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC
ASHTON MINING OF CANADA INC
& SOQUEM INC
DIANOR RESOURCES INC &
ALEXIS MINERALS CORPORATION
STRATABOUND MINERALS
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Mistissini West
All of the 2006 exploration projects are in the Frotet-Troilus segment of the Frotet-Evans
Volcano-sedimentary Belt (FEVB). The FEVB is located in the centre of the Opatica
Subprovince and consists primarily of tholeitic and calc-alkaline volcanic formations.
The FEVB is subdivided into 4 lithotectonic segments which are, from west to east:
The Evans-Ouagama segment
Storm-Evans segment
Assinica segment
Frotet-Troilus segment.
The Frotet-Troilus segment hosts a few massive sulphide deposits, among which the
Tortigny deposit (490,000 tonnes at 2.2% Cu, 6.2% Zn, 0.24% Pb, 91 g/t Ag, and 0.3 g/t
Au), as well as numerous porphyry Cu-Au-Ag deposits, such as the Troilus mine held by
Inmet Mining Corporation.
BEAUFIELD RESOURCES INC and FALCONBRIDGE LTD
Beaufield Resources Inc. (Beaufield) and Falconbridge Ltd. (Falconbridge)
conducted a five-hole drilling program on the TROILUS property. Drill targets will
include new base metal surface showings in the vicinity of the Tortigny base metal
deposit as well as new geophysical targets in proximity to the Baie Moleon deposit. Both
the Tortigny and Baie Moleon base metal deposits form part of the BeaufieldFalconbridge joint venture. Two holes are on geological extensions of the Tortigny
deposit and one hole is adjacent to the Moleon deposit. Two holes will test other targets.

Mistissini North
The Archean Upper Eastmain volcano-sedimentary greenstone belt, known for its gold,
base metal, and PGE potential, continues to attract considerable attention in terms of
diamond exploration. Diamond exploration projects were largely concentrated in the
granitoids and paragneisses that border the Upper Eastmain Greenstone Belt (Otish
Mountains area).
ASHTON MINING OF CANADA INC and SOQUEM INC
Foxtrot property
Ashton Mining of Canada Inc. (Ashton) and SOQUEM Inc. (SOQUEM) engaged
Hatch Ltd., a global engineering consulting firm, to provide the procurement and
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construction management services required to establish a modular 10 tonne per hour
DMS test facility on the Foxtrot property. The facility will be installed at a site close to
Renard 2 and 3. The processing of the bulk sample material from Renard 2, 3 and 4 will
begin immediately after commissioning of the DMS facility and is scheduled for
completion in the first quarter of 2007. The kimberlitic concentrates generated by the
initial on-site processing will undergo further processing and diamond recovery at
Ashton’s North Vancouver laboratory.
Ashton and SOQUEM report that results to date bring to 14 the total number of
diamond-bearing bodies that the companies have discovered thus far on the Foxtrot
property.
A cumulative sample of at least 4,000 tonnes will be collected by underground mining
methods at Renard 2 and 3. The preliminary program design calls for construction, during
the fall of this year, of a portal and the excavation of an inclined ramp to a depth of
approximately 50 metres below surface. Horizontal drifts will then be driven to Renard 2
and Renard 3 to recover the sample material.
According to Ashton and SOQUEM, the kimberlitic dyke systems on the FOXTROT
property have the potential to enhance a future diamond mining operation centres on the
Renard cluster. The Lynx, Hibou, Southeast Anomaly and North Anomaly dyke systems
all have been proven to be significantly diamond-bearing and are situated within five
kilometres of the Renard cluster.
Renard 2, 3, 4, and 9
Renard 2 and 3
Ashton and SOQUEM report that the estimated diamond content of samples processed
thus far from Renard 2 and 3 is 92 and 124 cpht, respectively.
Renard 4
Ashton Mining of Canada Inc. and SOQUEM Inc. report that the cumulative 49.8
tonnes of kimberlitic material collected from the northern end of the Renard 4 kimberlitic
body (“Northern Zone”) on the FOXTROT property has an estimated diamond content of
101 carats per hundred tonnes (“cpht”). The cumulative results from the Northern Zone
include those from a sample of 40.6 tonnes of material that was collected by reverse
circulation (“RC”) drilling during the first quarter of 2006. After processing by dense
media separation (“DMS”), this material returned 34.5 carats of diamonds, giving the
sample an estimated diamond content of 85 cpht. The two largest stones are a 1.71 carat
off-white octahedron and a 0.74 carat clear octahedron. Eight other diamonds larger than
0.5 carats were also recovered.
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Ashton and SOQUEM also report that, including the 40.6 tonne sample consisting of
macrocrystic kimberlitic material, kimberlitic breccia and country rock breccia collected
from two RC holes, a total of 219 tonnes of kimberlitic material has now been collected
and processed from Renard 4. The cumulative diamond content of this material is 53
cpht, an increase from the cumulative 46 cpht reported on October 5, 2005.
Ashton and SOQUEM report that a bulk sample of approximately 2,000 tonnes of
kimberlite containing both kimberlite breccia and macrocrystic (hypabyssal) material was
collected from the exposed area at the north end of Renard 4. A 2.9 tonne sample
processed by DMS returned 4.97 carats of diamonds for an estimated diamond content of
171 cpht. According to Ashton and SOQUEM, results to date indicate that the surface
material from the northern zone of Renard 4 has the highest diamond content thus far
measured in the Renard cluster of kimberlitic bodies.
Renard 9
Ashton Mining of Canada Inc. and SOQUEM Inc. report that a sample of
approximately 65 tonnes of kimberlitic material has been collected from the Renard 9
kimberlitic body. The sample was collected by drilling three reverse circulation (“RC”)
and 11 core holes. While logging drill cuttings at the RC drill site, a geologist observed a
diamond protruding from a chip of kimberlitic material. The exposed dimensions of the
diamond measure approximately seven by five by four millimetres, indicating an
estimated weight of 1.5 to 2.0 carats. The diamond appears to be a pale brown
tetrahexahedroidal crystal.
Ashton and SOQUEM also report that a 71.3 tonne sample collected from the Renard 9
kimberlitic body by reverse circulation (RC) returned 31.9 carats of diamonds, giving the
sample an estimated diamond content of 45 carats per hundred tonnes (“cpht”). The two
largest diamonds are a 1.7 carat clear pale yellow octahedron and a 0.63 carat clear
colourless octahedron. Including the 71.3 tonne sample, the cumulative 83.5 tonnes of
material collected to date from Renard 9 has an estimated diamond content of 52 cpht.
Ashton and SOQUEM report that four diamonds greater than 1.5 carats in weight have
been recovered thus far from Renard 9: the 1.7 carat diamond announced here, the 1.5 to
2.0 carat diamond reported on April 12, 2006 that remains embedded in a kimberlitic
chip, and the diamonds weighing 3.58 and 3.26 carats that were reported in 2005. Ashton
and SOQUEM state that these results demonstrate the potential for the body to host a
population of large, commercial-sized diamonds.
Located 50 metres south of Renard 4, Ashton and SOQUEM interpret Renard 9 as
having a strike length of 160 metres and a near-surface horizontal width that ranges from
25 to 60 metres. Renard 9 is principally composed of two kinds of rock: kimberlitic
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breccia with variable country dilution, and macrocrystic (hypabyssal) kimberlitic
material. Zones of country rock breccia are present along the margins of the body.
Ashton and SOQUEM also state that results to date suggest that the diamond content is
higher in samples containing a greater proportion of macrocrystic material and less
country rock dilution. On the basis of the drill data collected to the end of 2005, the joint
venture has estimated that Renard 9 contains from 3.6 to 4.0 million tonnes of kimberlitic
material.
A bulk sample of approximately 2,000 tonnes of kimberlite has now been collected from
the exposed area at the north end of Renard 4, and has been stockpiled for processing
later this year. Both kimberlite breccia and macrocrystic (hypabyssal) kimberlite are
present in the exposed area and form part of the bulk sample. A 2.9 tonne surface sample
that consists of both materials returned 4.97 carats of diamonds for an estimated diamond
content of 171 cpht. According to Ashton and SOQUEM, these results are consistent
with the diamond results previously reported for surface material in this area. Ashton and
SOQUEM conclude that, to date, the surface material from the northern zone of Renard
4 has the highest diamond content thus far measured in the Renard cluster of kimberlitic
bodies.
Hibou Dyke
Discovered in 2005, the diamondiferous Hibou dyke is located 1.3 kilometres west of the
Renard cluster. During the recently completed winter program, Ashton Mining of
Canada Inc. and SOQUEM Inc. drilled eight core holes at four sites near the interpreted
surface expression of the dyke and reported that kimberlitic material was intersected at
each of the four sites and in six of the holes, with the maximum intersection measuring
3.5 metres.
Ashton and SOQUEM reported diamond results from dense media separation processing
and caustic dissolution analysis of kimberlitic boulders, trench and drill core samples
collected in 2005 from the Hibou kimberlitic dyke and surrounding area. A 4.57 tonne
sample of kimberlitic boulders collected from the first discovery site located near the
projected surface expression of the Hibou dyke returned (by DMS) 2.87 carats of
commercial-sized diamonds larger than 1.18 mm, giving the sample an estimated
diamond content of 63 cpht. A 103 kg sample of boulder material collected
approximately 200 metres to the south of the first site was processed by caustic
dissolution and returned 408 diamonds larger than 0.100 millimetres.
Ashton and SOQUEM also report that, in 2005, in-situ kimberlitic material was
collected from a trench excavated near the interpreted eastern strike limit of the dyke,
approximately 150 metres east of the first boulder discovery. A 9.93 tonne sample of this
material was processed by DMS and returned 0.86 carats of commercial-sized diamonds
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larger than 1.18 mm for an estimated diamond content of 8.7 cpht. A 105 kg sample of
the same material was analyzed by caustic dissolution and yielded 225 diamonds larger
than 0.100 millimetres. A 31.5 kg sample of kimberlitic material collected from three
holes drilled into the Hibou dyke was also analyzed by caustic dissolution and returned
59 diamonds larger than 0.100 millimetres.
A sample of boulders weighing 4.57 tonnes collected down-ice of the dyke was shown to
have a diamond content of 63 cpht.
Lynx Dyke
Ashton Mining of Canada Inc. and SOQUEM Inc. reported that 31.8 tonnes of
material collected from three trenches excavated within the Lynx dyke returned 37.5
carats of diamonds, for an estimated diamond content of 118 carats per hundred tonnes.
Ashton and SOQUEM also reported an estimated diamond content of 114 cpht for 12.7
tonnes of kimberlitic material collected from one of four trenches excavated along the
Lynx dyke system. This sample is the initial portion of the 34.7 tonnes of kimberlitic
material collected by trenching at four locations along the Lynx dyke system during the
summer of 2005. The four trench sites are situated at a distance of 100, 220, 920 and
1800 metres, respectively, north of the southernmost drill intersection of the dyke, and
are designated as Trench 230-01, 230-02, 221 and 184 respectively. The 12.7 tonne
sample was collected from Trench 230-01, the southernmost site. Geological
observations and data from nearby drill holes indicate that the dyke has an estimated true
width of 2.2 metres at this location and dips to the east-northeast at approximately 30
degrees. The 12.7 tonne sample was processed by DMS and returned 14.55 carats of
diamonds larger than 1.18 mm using a square mesh screen, giving this material an
estimated diamond content of 114 cpht. The diamonds recovered include a 1.16 carat
grey composite tetrahexahedroidal crystal as well as seven other diamonds each weighing
more than 0.3 carats.
Ashton and SOQUEM reported an estimated diamond content of 120 cpht for 19.1
tonnes of kimberlitic material collected from Trench 184 and Trench 221, two of four
trenches excavated along the Lynx system in 2005. The cumulative 31.8 tonnes of
material processed thus far from three of the four trenches has returned an estimated
diamond content of 118 cpht. Of particular interest are the samples from Trench 221 and
230-01. These trenches, located within the Lynx South portion of the system, have
returned samples with a diamond content of 160 cpht and 114 cpht, respectively. The
samples from Trenches 184 and 221 weighed 6.2 and 12.9 tonnes, respectively and were
processed by DMS.
Trench 184: Ashton and SOQUEM reported that the dyke exposed at Trench 184 has a
true width of approximately 0.4 metres and is interpreted as dipping to the east-northeast
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at approximately 30 degrees. The 6.2 tonne sample of kimberlitic material from this
trench returned an estimated diamond content of 36 cpht, including a 0.49 carat clear
tetrahexahedroidal diamond.
Trench 221: Ashton and SOQUEM reported that the area exposed at Trench 221 consists
of a zone of kimberlitic dykes with an estimated cumulative true width of 1.7 m including
the entrained country rock. The cumulative width of kimberlitic material is approximately
1.1 m, with the thickest individual dyke measuring 0.7 m. At this location, the dyke
system is interpreted to dip to the east-northeast at approximately 20 degrees. The 12.9
tonne sample from Trench 221 was divided into two sub-samples weighing 11.2 and 1.7
tonnes. The first sub-sample, consisting solely of kimberlitic material, returned an
estimated diamond content of 182 cpht including a 2.19 carat brown irregular shaped
crystal. The second sub-sample, comprised of approximately 25 percent kimberlitic
material and 75 percent country rock, returned an estimated diamond content of 23 cpht.
Trench 230-02: Ashton and SOQUEM reported that a 2.98 tonne sample collected from
the trench was processed by DMS and returned 2.92 carats of diamonds, giving this
material an estimated diamond content of 98 cpht. Trench 230-02 is located 220 metres
north of the southernmost drill intersection of the dyke.
Ashton and SOQUEM state that the diamond content of the material processed to date
may not be representative of the overall diamond content of the dyke system given the
small sample size and the limited information available regarding the relative proportions
of kimberlitic material and country rock.
Ashton and SOQUEM describe the Lynx Dyke system as follows. Located two
kilometres west of the Renard cluster of nine kimberlitic bodies, the Lynx dyke system is
a 3.7 kilometre long zone of continuous or semi-continuous kimberlitic dykes that is
oriented along a north-northwest strike. The system is open along strike to the north and
south as well as at depth, and incorporates three different zones designated Lynx North,
Lynx and Lynx South. Four trench sites are situated at distances of 100, 220, 920 and
1800 metres, respectively, north of the southernmost drill intersection of the dyke.
Trenches 230-01, 230-02 and 221 are located in Lynx South and Trench 184 is located in
the Lynx zone of the system.
Ashton and SOQUEM state that the diamond content and width of the dyke at the two
trench sites at Lynx South, the southernmost kilometre of the Lynx system, were
particularly encouraging. Given these results, the joint venture drilled 25 core holes at 24
sites at Lynx South during the winter 2006 program. The holes at 23 of the sites were
drilled in a surface grid pattern approximately 100 metres apart. The objective was to
better define the three-dimensional extent of the dyke system over an area approximately
one kilometre in strike length and 200 to 350 metres down-dip from its interpreted
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surface expression. The estimated true thickness of the kimberlitic intersections ranged
from 1.3 to 3.1 metres.
To date, Ashton and SOQUEM have drilled 45 holes within this area over one kilometre
of strike length. The weighted average of the estimated true thickness of kimberlitic
material for drill intersections from the 35 setups and two trench locations is 1.8 metres.
The interpreted eastern dip of the dyke ranges from 25 to 35 degrees. A single deep hole
drilled from a setup located approximately 550 metres east of the interpreted surface
expression of the Lynx South dyke intersected 0.2 metres of kimberlitic material at a
vertical depth of 205 metres, coinciding with the approximate interpreted down-dip
extension of the dyke. Additional drilling is required to explain the relationship between
this narrow intersection and the consistently wider intersections up-dip on the dyke.
The winter drilling and the diamond results to date encourage Ashton and SOQUEM to
continue investigation of the potential of the Lynx dyke system to host a substantial
quantity of diamonds and therefore positively impact an evaluation of the economic
potential of the Renard cluster. According to Ashton and SOQUEM, The potential of the
area is further exemplified by two new kimberlitic dyke intersections of 1.2 and 0.6
metres. They were discovered by drilling two holes from a single setup 100 metres west
of the interpreted surface expression of Lynx during the recently completed winter
program. This dyke is believed to be related to the Lynx system.
North Anomaly Dyke
The North Anomaly dyke is located five kilometres north of the Renard cluster of
kimberlitic bodies and was discovered by Ashton and SOQUEM in 2005. A 56.5 kg
sample of kimberlitic material collected from this dyke was analyzed by caustic
dissolution and returned 662 diamonds larger than 0.100 mm. During the winter drilling
program, Ashton and SOQUEM intersected the dyke with three core holes drilled at
different angles from a single setup.
Ashton and SOQUEM report that the 2005 and 2006 drill data suggests that the dyke has
a north-northwest strike length of at least 490 metres, an average thickness of
approximately one metre and a dip of 15 to 20 degrees to the west-southwest. The dyke
remains open to the north and south and down-dip and requires further work to determine
its full extent and potential diamond content.
Ashton and SOQUEM exposed the North Anomaly dyke by trenching along a strike
length of 13 metres. The joint venture plans to collect a 50 tonne sample of kimberlite
from this site. Ashton and SOQUEM report that 18.4 dry tonnes of material returned
16.7 carats of diamonds larger than 1.18 mm for an estimated diamond content of 91
cpht. The two largest diamonds recovered are pale brown tetrahexahedroidal stones
weighing 0.85 and 0.57 carats.
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Ashton and SOQUEM discovered a new dyke associated with the North Anomaly by
drilling three core holes at two setups 1.5 kilometres south of the trench sample location;
drill data suggest that this dyke has a similar true width and dip to the North Anomaly
dyke.
Southeast Anomaly Dyke
Ashton Mining of Canada Inc. and SOQUEM Inc. discovered a new kimberlitic dyke
at the Southeast Anomaly on the FOXTROT property. The new kimberlitic dyke is
situated approximately three kilometres southeast of Renard 3. It was discovered by
drilling three holes at different angles from a single setup within the boundaries of the
anomaly. The drilling resulted in three dyke intersections whose average estimated true
thickness is 1.5 metres. The drill program was terminated before additional drilling could
be completed because of adverse weather conditions. The new dyke was intersected
approximately 240 metres southeast of one of several kimberlitic boulder occurrences
announced in 2005. A 150.6 kg sample of boulder material collected from one of these
sites, which lies within the Southeast Anomaly, was recently analyzed by caustic
dissolution at Ashton's North Vancouver laboratory.
Ashton and SOQUEM have not yet determined the origin of the boulder, which is
potentially related to an undiscovered kimberlitic body. During the summer 2006 field
season, the joint venture plans to conduct further geophysical surveys in the area
surrounding the dyke and the diamondiferous boulder collection site to rank new drill
targets in order of priority. This work is intended to investigate the extent of the newly
discovered dyke and to determine if additional kimberlitic sources are present.
New Kimberlitic Dyke
Ashton and SOQUEM discovered of a new diamondiferous dyke on the Foxtrot
property. The new kimberlite dyke was discovered in outcrop earlier this summer by
prospecting at the head of a train of kimberlitic cobbles and boulders, eight kilometres
from the Renard cluster of kimberlitic bodies. Ashton and SOQUEM report that results
from six holes subsequently drilled at three setups along a corresponding linear magnetic
feature suggest that the dyke has at least a 900 metre north-south strike length and a
shallow dip of approximately 11 to 25 degrees to the northeast. The maximum kimberlitic
drill intersection to date is 1.5 metres. The dyke remains open to the north and south
along strike and down-dip.
A 101.5 kg sample of surface boulders and a 94.0 kg sample of in situ dyke material were
analyzed for diamonds by caustic dissolution.
According to Ashton and SOQUEM, the data derived from three holes drilled from the
same setup suggests that the dyke has a true thickness of 1.5 metres. The boulder sample
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was collected approximately 240 metres northwest of the discovery collar. As the
direction of glacial dispersion is interpreted to be from the north-northeast, the dyke does
not appear to be the source of the boulders. The joint venture plans to conduct further
investigation of the dyke and surrounding area through ground geophysical surveys,
indicator mineral sampling, prospecting and drilling, to determine the width and strike
length of the dyke and to locate additional bedrock sources.
BREAKWATER RESOURCES LTD
Breakwater Resources Ltd. (Breakwater) entered into an agreement with Virginia
Mines Inc. (Virginia) to acquire 50% of the Virginia COULON project.
CONSOLIDATED PACIFIC BAY MINERALS LTD
Consolidated Pacific Bay Minerals Ltd. (Pacific Bay) acquired three large blocks of
claims in the emerging Otish Mountain Proterozoic Basin uranium district in midQuébec. These properties (the OTISH MOUNTAINS URANIUM properties) total over
45 sq Km covering unconformity-related vein-type uranium targets in the Matoush
structure and along the SW rim of the Otish Basin adjacent to claim blocks held by
uranium explorers Cameco Corporation, Strateco Resources Inc., and others.
Pacific Bay reported that a helicopter-borne geophysical survey flown over the OTISH
MOUNTAINS URANIUM project indicates the Matoush high-grade uranium structure
likely extends into the Pacific Bay claims.
DIOS EXPLORATION INC
In 2006, DIOS Exploration Inc. (DIOS) focused 33 CARATS exploration program on
highly prospective areas identified by advanced glacial geology studies and mineralogical
and microprobe data from the 2005 till sampling program. Microprobe processing from
200 till samples returned mineral chemistry for KIM in keeping with previous results,
characterized by chrome-rich subcalcic garnet and diamond-inclusion field chromite
indicating a high diamond potential for the source rocks at 33 CARATS.
DIOS states that the 33 CARATS property is located along the favourable MistissiniLemoyne Structure hosting the diamondiferous Ashton and SOQUEM Renard
kimberlite cluster and, more to the south, the DIOS HOTISH kimberlites and
CHIBOUKI project.
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EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC
Eastmain Resources Inc. (Eastmain) earned 100% interest in two properties (RUBY
HILL property) located within the Upper Eastmain River Greenstone Belt in the James
Bay territory from Ruby Hill Exploration Inc.. According to Eastmain, the Ruby Hill
property consists of 204 claim units covering 106 km2 in two claim blocks. Eastmain
flew VTEM airborne geophysical surveys on the RUBY HILL claim blocks and the
adjacent Eastmain Mine property.
Eastmain reports that three distinct gold-silver-copper-bearing zones (A, B and C) were
delineated in the 1980’s when Placer Development (now Placer Dome Inc.) drill-tested
airborne geophysical conductors on the Eastmain Mine property. The recent VTEM
surveys clearly delineate these zones as well as a number of similar and highly
prospective anomalies on the RUBY HILL claim blocks. Eastmain also reports that, at
the Eastmain Mine, gold mineralization occurs within a siliceous, sulphide-bearing unit
associated with komatiite. This very distinctive marker horizon has been traced onto the
RUBY HILL claims and is key to the mine series rocks. Komatiite rocks are closely
associated with gold mineralization in several major mining camps in Canada and
Australia.
Eastmain Resources Inc. acquired the Eastmain Mine property from Campbell
Resources Inc.. Eastmain reports that the Eastmain gold deposit currently contains
255,750 ounces of gold, including measured resources of 91,500 tons grading 0.268
ounces/ton and indicated resources of 786,600 tons at 0.294 ounces/ton.
MAJESCOR RESOURCES INC and FOREST GATE RESOURCES INC
Majescor Resources Inc. (Majescor) and Forest Gate Resources Inc. (Forest Gate)
report that the 2005 till sampling returned kimberlite indicator mineral counts upward of
50 grains. The mineral chemistry of the indicators reveals a high proportion of chromerich subcalcic garnet and diamond –inclusion field chromite indicating an elevated
diamond potential for the source rocks at Portage.
In addition, Majescor and Forest Gate report recovering five diamonds from a 104.29
kg sample taken from boulders of ultramafic rock on its PORTAGE property. The largest
diamond measured 0.51 x 0.46 x 0.32 mm and weighed 0.116 mg. petrography describes
the host rock as carbonate-phlogopite-rich with two generations of olivine and abundant
mantle xenoliths, the genesis of the rock is still unknown.
Majescor and Forest Gate also report that drilling has extended the strike length of the
Remick dyke 900 metres to the northwest from the original 2005 discovery hole, and a
possible extension was intersected 780 metres to the south east. The Remick dyke
remains open in both directions along strike and geophysics suggests its presence for at
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least another 100 metres to the northwest and as much to the southeast. Majescor and
Forest Gate report intersecting kimberlite, described as hypabyssal and locally
macrocrystic, in 11 of 14 holes. The width of the kimberlite intersections ranged from 4
cm to 85 cm for a total of 5.15 metres. The dyke was encountered at depths ranging from
20 to 43 metres.
The Majescor and Forest Gate PORTAGE diamond property is contiguous with the
Ashton and SOQUEM FOXTROT property.
STRATECO RESOURCES INC
Strateco Resources Inc. (Strateco) acquired 100% ownership of the MATOUSH
uranium project from Ditem Explorations Inc.. The Matoush project comprises the
MATOUSH property which consists of 25 claims, the ECLAT property, 90 claims and 15
claims staked by Strateco.
Strateco announced 5 holes (MT-06-01, MT-06-02, MT-06-03, MT-06-04 and MT-0605) were drilled on the Matoush property and that all holes intersected the uraniumbearing structure discovered by Hole AM-15 drilled by Uranerz Exploration and
Mining in 1984 (Hole AM-15 returned a 16m intersection grading 0.95% U3O8 per tonne
at a vertical depth of 220 metres. Strateco reports that excellent grades were intersected
over substantial widths including 1.54% U3O8 in Hole MT-06-05.
Strateco subsequently drilled holes MT-06-06, -07, and -08 for a total of 1,098 metres
followed by eight more holes (MT-06-09 to MT-06-16) for a total of 2,881 metres.
Drilling confirmed the presence of the ACF (Active Channel Facies) favourable to the
deposition of uranium mineralization. Strateco reports that holes MT-06-09 to MT-06-16
all intercepted the Matoush Fault and that the mineralized structure has been confirmed
over a length of more than 160 metres and a vertical height of about 60 metres in the
ACF facies.
According to Strateco, the uranium mineralization on the MATOUSH property is closely
linked to a major fault that has been traced over a distance of about six kilometres and
would have served as the primary conduit for the uranium-bearing fluids. In general, the
mineralization occurs at the periphery of a fault, in a highly fractured environment
strongly altered in clay, chlorite, tourmaline, fuchsite and limonite, with fault clay present
beside the fault.
Strateco further describes the MATOUSH mineralized occurrence as lying in the
Indicator Formation of the Otish Mountain Paleoproterozoic sedimentary basin. Locally,
the Indicator Formation is subdivided into repetitive sequences of two main facies. The
first, the Active Channel Facies, or ACF, is composed of course, relatively immature
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arkose-to-subarkose sandstone. The second is the Channel Bar Facies, or CBF, and is
made up of fine, relatively mature arkosic sandstone, finely laminated with some crosslamination. Strateco identified three pairs of ACF-CBF facies in holes drilled in 2006
and in the old Uranerz drill holes.
Strateco reports that the largest uranium occurrence on the MATOUSH property to date
lies in the intersection of the fault zone and the ACF facies.
Strateco drilled Hole EC-06-01 on the ECLAT property, immediately south of the
MATOUSH property, to confirm the presence of the Matoush structure. Strateco reports
that Hole EC-06-01 intersected the structure at 111 metres downhole (76 metres vertical
depth).
Strateco reports the results of chemical analyses for four holes the MATOUSH property.
The latest chemical analyses received are for holes MT-06-6, 7, 8 and 10. Strateco states
that the chemical analysis results for Hole MT-06-10 were compelling, with a weighted
average of 1.12% U3O8 over 10.5 metres. This intersection includes much higher grades
of 2.36% U3O8 over 2.5 metres and 5.96% U3O8 over 0.70 metres. Hole MT-06-6, which
intersected the Matoush fault in the CBF level (below the host ACF level), returned only
weak grades as expected, with the potential mineralization around the fault intersected
over a length of 0.4 metres at a grade of 0.10% U3O8. Hole MT-06-7 returned a grade of
0.34% U3O8 over an 11.0-metre section, including 0.59% U3O8 over 5.5 metres. The
pierce point is 10.0 metres north and 8.0 metres above Hole MT-06-5. The mineralized
zone continues to 314.5 metres for a total length of 12.0 metres, as a grade of 1.75% was
intersected from 314.2 to 314.5 metres immediately below an un-recovered section of
core from 313.5 to 314.2 metres, which represented a 70-centimetre section in the fault
zone. Hole MT-06-8, whose pierce point is also in the CFB facies at the same elevation
as Hole MT-06-6 40.0 metres to the south (-265 vertical metres), returned very interesting
grades of 0.22% U3O8 over 7.0 metres at a depth of 334.5 to 341.5 metres.
VIRGINIA MINES INC
Virginia Mines Inc. (Virginia) entered into a joint venture with MacDonald Mines
Exploration Ltd. (MacDonald Mines) on the LG-3.5 property, located 80 kilometres
west of the LG-4 reservoir. According to Virginia, the property is host to several basemetal showings that reported values of up to 8.7% Zn, 11.8% Cu and 204 g/t Ag in grab
samples, and 5.8% Cu over 6.1 metres in channel sampling. The LG-3.5 project is in an
unexplored volcanic belt that consists of a geological assemblage that is typical of belts
hosting massive-sulphide deposits in northwestern Québec. Virginia conducted a MAGEM heliborne geophysical survey in the spring of 2006 and detected several interesting
conductors within a favourable stratigraphy.
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WESTERN TROY CAPITAL RESOURCES INC
Western Troy Capital Resources Inc. (Western Troy) conducted geophysical surveys
and drilling at its MACLEOD LAKE molybdenum/copper project. The program is
designed to test existing IP targets (Blue Dot and Northeast Zones), to drill step out holes
near high grade intercepts in the South Zone, and to expand the resource in the Main
Zone.
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5. WASWANIPI FIRST NATION
5.1. Geology and mineral resources potential
The Desmaraisville kimberlite field is located in the Waswanipi-Saguenay structural
zone (WSZ) oriented WNW at 286° in the central part of the Abitibi Sub-Province and is
composed of five hypabyssal pipes (Moorehead et al, 1999) and numerous dykes dated at
1100 Ma. The Demaraisville kimberlites are clustered in two sectors: the Le Tac
Township sector hosting 3 pipes and numerous dykes near NE-trending diabase dykes
assigned to the Preissac swarm (2167-2214 Ma), and the Ailly Township sector hosting 2
pipes and a few dykes near a major diabase dyke of the Abitibi swarm (1141 Ma)
(Doucet et al, 2003). The dominant structural control for the Demaraisville field appears
to be the WNW-trending Waswanipi-Saguenay structural zone. According to Doucet et al
(2003), NE-oriented faults and diabase dykes form second-order structural controls that
determine the emplacement of individual pipes.
Gold exploration in the Waswanipi area is reaching the developmental stage in some
instances. Murgor Resources Inc. has calculated the resources estimate for its BARRY
gold deposit to be an indicated resource of 35,500 ounces grading 4.10 g/t gold and an
inferred resource of 67,600 ounces grading 4.68 g/t Au. Breakwater Resources Inc. is
developing the LANGLOIS MINE to reach production in mid-2007. In addition,
Freewest Resources Inc. and Murgor Resources Inc. continue to confirm gold
mineralization in brittle-ductile shear zones on their WINDFALL property.
New companies/partnerships in the Waswanipi area include:
Murgor Resources Inc. and Freewest Resources Canada Inc. have entered
into a joint venture on the URBAN property.
Metanor Resources Inc. entered into an agreement with Halo Resources
Inc. to acquire 100% interest in the BACHELOR LAKE property.
Strateco Resources Inc. acquired 100% interest in the DISCOVERY
property.
Strateco Resources Inc. created a new company called Cadiscor Resources
Inc. which will contain all of Strateco Resources Inc. non-uranium assets.
Murgor Resources Inc. enter early-stage negotiations with Halo Resources
Inc. and Metanor Resources Inc. to process BARRY deposit ore at the
Bachelor Lake mill.
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5.2. Mineral Exploration Activity (Waswanipi)
GOLD
NTS/TOWNSHIP

32B13; BARRY
32F06; BRUNEAU;
DESJARDINS
32G04; URBAN

COMPANIES/PROSPECTORS

PROJECTS

MURGOR RESOURCES INC
STRATECO RESOURCES INC

BARRY 1
DISCOVERY

32B13; 32G04;
URBAN
32G04; URBAN

MURGOR RESOURCES INC /
FREEWEST RESOURCES CANADA
INC
FREEWEST RESOURCES CANADA
INC & MURGOR RESOURCES INC
FREEWEST RESOURCES CANADA
INC & MURGOR RESOURCES INC
ALEXANDRIA MINERALS
CORPORATION
BEAUFIELD CONSOLIDATED
RESOURCES INC
NORONT RESOURCES LTD

32F02

BREAKWATER RESOURCES LTD

32F07, 10;
BERTHIAUME

URBAN

32F03; QUEVILLON

32F09; 32G12;
BOYVINET
32G04, CARPIQUET
32G12, GAND
32G06, 11; GRADIS;
DROUET;

SUBSTANCES

WORK

YEAR

Au
Au

RE, D(32:1,409)
Acq

2006
2006

WINDFALL

Au

D(8:967), IP, Pg,
S, T

2006

URBAN

Au

JV

2006

BARRY UNITED

Au

D(21:1,710)

2006

QUEVILLON

Au

Gc, IP

2006

LAC ROULEAU

Au

2006

WINDFALL
LAKE
LANGLOIS MINE

Au
Au

GEONOVA EXPLORATION LTD /
SOQUEM INC / FREEWEST
RESOURCES CANADA INC
NIOGOLD MINING CORP

BERTHIAUME

Au

D(11:860), Gc(sl),
Mag
D(5:2222), G,
Gc(r)
D, B,
MEGATEM,
Development
S, T

2004-2005?

LAKE SHORTT

Au

S, T

2004-2005?

LES RESSOURCES TECTONIC INC
SOQUEM INC / ITAMINERAQUE
RESOURCES INC
LAKE SHORE GOLD CORP

PANACHE
GANDEX (1232)

Au
Au

Pr
D(2 :1015)

2004-2005?
2004-2005?

DROUET

Au

Gc(r), Gc(sl),
Gc(t)

2004-2005?

2006
2006
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DRUILLETTES
32G03, LACROIX
32G12;
LESPÉRANCE
32G12; LESUEUR;
LESPÉRANCE
32G12; LESUEUR;
LESPÉRANCE;
GAND; BOYVINET
32F06, 11;
NOYELLES
32F
32F08
32F06, BRUNEAU;
DESJARDINS
32F08; LESUEUR
32F07; DESJARDINS
32B13; BARRY;
SOUART
32F07; CURRIE

JEAN DESCARREAUX AND
ASSOCIATES LTD
MATAMEC EXPLORATIONS INC

LACROIX

Au

G, Gc(r), S, T

2004-2005

LESPÉRANCE

Au

ET, Gc(t), IP

2004-2005

SOQUEM INC / NORTHERN MINING
EXPLORATIONS LTD
SOQUEM INC / NORTHERN MINING
EXPLORATIONS LTD

LESPÉRANCE
(1194)
LAC SHORTT
(1123)

Au

Mag-EM(A)

2004-2005

Au

D(7:2873), MagEM(A), S

2004-2005

GEONOVA EXPLORATION INC /
SOQUEM INC / FREEWEST
RESOURCES CANADA INC
HALO RESOURCES LTD / METANOR
RESOURCES INC
ANTORO RESOURCES INC
STRATECO RESOURCES INC /
GEONOVA EXPLORATION LTD
WOLFDEN RESOURCES INC /
METANOR RESOURCES INC
NORMABEC MINING RESOURCES
LTD / SOQUEM INC
GOLDHAWK RESOURCES INC

NOYELLES

Au

EM, IP, S, T

2004-2005

BACHELOR
LAKE
MCLENNAN
CAMERON

Au

D

2005

Gc(t)
D(7:2411), Pr

2005
2004

MIRABEL RESOURCES INC

DIAMOND
Au

BACHELOR
LAKE GOLD
DESJARDINS

Au

ET

2004

Au

D(2:?)

2004

BARRY-SOUART

Au

2004

LAC ROSE

Au

D(12:2000), IP,
Mag
D, S

2004
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PGE and BASE METALS
NTS

32G03; BELMONT
32F07, 10; BERGERE
32G05, 06; GUERCHEVILLE;
LA RONDE
32G03; L’ESPINAY
32G04; URBAN
32F08
32F08; LESUEUR; LE TAC
32F08; LE TAC
32F02; MOUNTAIN; GREVET

COMPANIES/PROSPECTORS

ABITEX RESOURCES INC /
CLEARVIEW MINERALS
EXPLORATEURS INNOVATEURS DE
QUÉBEC INC / FREEWEST
RESOURCES CANADA INC
SOQUEM INC
ANTORO RESOURCES INC
URBANA CORPORATION
BROADBACK RESOURCES INC /
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC
SOQUEM INC / NORTHERN MINING
EXPLORATIONS LTD
ANTORO RESOURCES INC
BREAKWATER RESOURCES LTD

PROJECTS

SUBSTANCES
Ni-Cu-Co-PGE

Pr, T, Mag, G

2004-2005

SUITE
SYNDICAT EX66
WACHIGABAU
(1324)
ST-URBAIN
URBAN
TOWNSHIP
VAL-D’OR
NICKEL
LE TAC (40412)

Cu-Zn-Au

T, Gc(r)

2004-2005

PGE

Pr

2004-2005

Cu-Zn-Au
Cu-Au

Pr
Mag, EM

2004-2005
2004-2005

Cu-Ni-PGE

D(3:830)

2004-2005

Cu-Zn-Au-Ag

Mag, EM

2004

MCLENNAN
MINE LANGLOIS

DIAMOND-Au
Zn-Cu-Ag-Au

Gc(t)
TE

2004
2004

ST-CYR

WORK

YEAR
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ALEXANDRIA MINERALS CORPORATION
Alexandria Minerals Corporation (Alexandria) reports that it completed magnetic
surveys on the QUEVILLON property and that it will conduct an Induced Polarization
survey and a geochemical survey to delineate drill targets.
BEAUFIELD RESOURCES INC
Beaufield Resources Inc. reported that, since 1986, the company has spent in excess of
$2 million on gold exploration outlining a gold resource that is potentially open for
expansion.
BREAKWATER RESOURCES LTD
Breakwater Resources Inc. (Breakwater) reports that the LANGLOIS MINE property
is being developed to reach production in mid-2007. Development drifts are currently
being driven into 97 Zone on Levels 4, 9 and 13. Breakwater states that a surface infill
diamond drill program was carried out on the Grevet B deposit, located seven kilometres
southeast of the Langlois mine. This deposit is at relatively shallow depth, with the top of
the deposit located 50 metres below the surface. Breakwater has begun surface
preparation work consisting of access road construction, power line installation, and
portal construction, and will extract a bulk sample of 15,000 tonnes of material.
Breakwater also conducted a MEGATEM Electromagnetic and Magnetic survey on the
LANGLOIS property and is investigating several targets on the property by drilling.
FREEWEST RESOURCES CANADA INC
Freewest Resources Canada Inc. (Freewest) announced the results of its latest drilling
program at the BARRY UNITED property, a Freewest-Murgor joint venture. The
objective of the drilling was to test for continuity of gold zones in efforts to build an
eventual gold resource on them. The Corridor Zone 43 & Zone 45, the main Zone SW
Extension and the NW Geophysical Anomaly were tested by 21 drill holes totaling 1,710
metres.
Corridor Zone 43 & 45
Freewest reports that a corridor of continuous gold was outlined between Zone 43 and
45, such a corridor attains a minimum strike length of 450 metres in a NE to SW
direction, a NW to SE width of 100 metres and thickness ranging from 2.0 to 9.0 metres.
Earlier drill intercepts at Zone 43 include 7.23 g/t Au over 5.50 metres (hole MB-43 and
20.00 g/t Au over 4.00 metres (Hole MB-199). At Zone 45, earlier drill intercepts
returned 9.72 g/t Au over 7.70 metres (Hole MB-45) and 4.97 g/t Au over 2.30 metres
(Hole MB-44). The latest drill results for Zone 43 & 45 returned 28.0 g/t Au over 1.0
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metre and 10.7 g/t Au over 1.0 metre in Hole MB-218 and 12.3 g/t Au over 1.0 metre in
Hole MB-230.
Freewest also reports that drilling on the BARRY UNITED property southwest of the
Murgor BARRY property Main Zone returned 10.41 g/t Au over 1.8 metres in Hole MB234. The purpose of drilling at this site was to test for extension of the BARRY Main
Zone.
Freewest tested a large geophysical anomaly (800 by 300 metres) on the BARRY
UNITED property by drilling. Freewest describes the anomaly as having a geophysical
signature resembling that of the Murgor BARRY Main Zone anomaly. Freewest reports
that drilling on the BARRY UNITED anomaly returned 11.26 g/t Au over 1.7 metres in
Hole MB-242.
Freewest describes the mineralization at Zone 43 and parts of 45 as occurring as pyrite
disseminations, in steeply-dipping high strain zones at the contact between mafic
volcanic rocks and felsic intrusions. Zone 45 in part, also consists of quartz-carbonatealbite veins forming sub-horizontal and gently folding mineralization zones.
METANOR RESOURCES INC
Metanor Resources Inc. (Metanor) entered into an agreement with Halo Resources
Ltd. (Halo) to acquire the Halo 50% ownership interest in The BACHELOR LAKE
property, upon conclusion of which Metanor will own 100% of the property.
MURGOR RESOURCES INC
In February 2006, Murgor Resources Inc. (Murgor) released the NI 43-101 resource
estimate for the Main Zone of the BARRY GOLD deposit. The resource estimate is: an
indicated gold resource of 27,800 ounces grading 4.92 g/t Au (0.158 oz/ton Au) and an
inferred gold resource of 18,700 ounces grading 4.90 g/t Au (0.157 oz/ton Au). The
resource estimate was calculated using a cut off grade of 2.0 g/t Au and a specific gravity
3
of 2.80 g/cm . Mineralization of the Main Zone lies from surface to a vertical depth of 30
meters and was delineated over a strike length of approximately 200 meters and a width
of 70 meters. Due to its near surface occurrence, the mineralized zone is amenable to
open pit mining.
Murgor describes the BARRY GOLD deposit is a NE-trending system of sheeted quartzcarbonate-albite veins hosted by altered mafic rocks. Free gold occurs in both host rocks
and veins. The Main Zone is on the horizontal hinge of an upright, low amplitude fold. If
Zones 43, 45, 48 and 51 are included, the deposit extends for a strike length of 1 km and
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a width of 400m. Future exploration will focus on mineralized Zones 43, 45, 48 and 51
during the summer of 2006 in an effort to add to the currently defined gold resource.
The Barry Deposit is located at the heart of the 100% Murgor owned BARRY 1 Property
which consists of 14 claims covering 224 hectares. The property is further surrounded by
the BARRY UNITED property comprising 192 mining claims covering an area of 3,052
hectares held jointly by Murgor Resources Inc. and by Freewest Resources Canada
Inc.. The Barry properties remain highly prospective as they cover an additional 13 km
strike length of the Barry deposit structure that remains very poorly tested. The whole
property has only been sparsely tested below a vertical depth of 200m.
The properties are located in the Barry-Urban greenstone belt of Abitibi, approximately
100 km east of the town of Lebel-sur-Quévillon. The deposit is accessible by all season
haulage logging roads and a mill is soon to reopen in the area. Murgor has already
entered early-stage negotiations with Halo Resources Inc and Metanor Resources Inc.
to process the Barry Deposit ore at the Bachelor Lake Mill in the town of Desmaraisville
where joint venture partners are currently working to reopen the Bachelor Lake Mine and
Mill.
Murgor Resources Inc. announced the results from its last phase of drilling at the Main
Zone of the Barry Gold deposit. The objective of the drilling program was to explore the
SW extension of the deposit. The drilling was aimed at the Main Zone of the deposit
only, except for drill hole MB-06-199 which tested both Zones 43 and the Main Zone.
Murgor reports that drilling was highlighted by drill hole MB-06-199 which returned
intersections of 20.00 g/t Au over 4.0 meters on Zone 43 and 4.09 g/t Au over 9.0 meters
on the Main Zone. Drill holes MB-191 and MB-192 have extended the known
mineralized envelope of the Main Zone another 50 meters towards the SW and should
translate in additional resources for a potential open pit operation. Drill hole MB-06-199
shows the potential of both Zone 43 and the Main Zone at depths of 35m and 81m where
another sub-horizontal fold axis is interpreted.
Murgor announced the results of a new National Instrument 43-101 compliant resource
estimate for the BARRY Gold deposit. Since the first resource estimate was announced in
February, a total of 32 drill holes (1,409 meters) were completed on the deposit and a
number of drill holes that were left un-sampled by previous joint venture partners were
assayed. The new 43-101 compliant resources estimate calculation took the new data into
account. The resource estimate was carried-out by Geostat Systems International Inc.
on the Main Zone and adjacent parts of Zones 43 and 45 of the Barry Gold Deposit.
Mineralized Zones 48 and 51, and parts of Zones 43 and 45 have not been estimated due
to a lack of drill information. The new resource estimate represents a 122% increase in
the total gold resource calculated in February. The new resource estimate as calculated
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with a high cut-off grade of 2.0 g/t Au, and gives the indicated resource of 35,500 oz
grading 4.10 g/t Au and an inferred resource of 67,600 oz grading 4.68 g/t Au.
Murgor also reports that a previously unreleased metallurgical study of the Barry
mineralization carried-out by the Technical University of Nova Scotia in 1998 on a 1.5
ton bulk sample from the Main Zone showed that it is possible to achieve a 94% recovery
of the gold by flotation. The flotation concentrates of sulphide and gold accounts for
3.51% of the ore by weight and had a grade of 195 g/t Au.
Considering the increased resource at BARRY 1, Murgor mandated Geostat Systems
International Inc. to conduct a scoping study of the deposit, but has delayed the
feasibility study pending the results of a 3,000 meter definition drilling program aimed at
upgrading the inferred resources and extending the mineralized zones where large
geophysical anomalies have only been sparsely tested to date
Murgor reported the results of a 49-hole drilling program (4,201 metres) designed to
explore the gaps between the gold zones and add significant gold resources to the Barry
Gold deposit. Murgor drilled 27 holes on its BARRY property and 22 holes on the
Murgor and Freewest BARRY UNITED property (see Freewest Resources Canada
Inc. section below). In the corridor between Zones 43 and 45, Hole MB-218 (on the
BARRY property) returned 10.7 g/t Au over 1.0 metres and Hole MB-226 (also on the
BARRY property) returned 23.9 g/t Au over 6.0 metres. In the Main Zone SE extension,
Hole MB-201 (on the BARRY property) returned 14.96 g/t Au over 2.5 metres. In the
Main Zone SW extension, Hole MB-234 (on the BARRY UNITED property) returned
10.41 g/t Au.
Murgor also reported that drilling of the NW geophysical anomaly outlined 3 new
mineralized zones. Hole MB-242 (BARRY UNITED property) returned 11.26 g/t Au
over 1.7 metres, while Hole MB-242 (BARRY property) returned 4.99 g/t Au over 4.0
metres and Hole MB-247 (BARRY property) returned 7.19 g/t Au over 1.1 metres.
FREEWEST RESOURCES INC and MURGOR RESOURCES INC
Freewest Resources Canada Inc. (Freewest) and Murgor Resources Inc. (Murgor)
reported the drill results from their most recent phase of drilling at the WINDFALL
property. This phase of drilling consisted of 8 drill holes (WIN-05-81 to 88) for a total of
967 meters drilled in December, 2005. Results from drill hole WIN-05-69 from the
previous phase of drilling, were also received. The objective of this phase of drilling was
to continue defining the geometry of the F-17 and F-51 zones with infill holes and testing
their strike extensions. The holes drilled on Zone F-51 tested the extensions of the shear
zone and drill hole WIN-05-87, that tested the interpreted down plunge extension of the
mineralization returned assays of 44.47 g/t Au over a 2.0 meter interval. The drill holes
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on Zone F-17 targeted the shear zone between strongly mineralized ore shoots with best
results of 4.0 g/t Au over 3.0 meters and 3.8 g/t Au over 3.0 meters. Drill hole WIN-0569 was targeted at the Debris occurrence and returned assays of 1.5 g/t Au over 13.0
meters including a section of 2.0 meter grading 4.0 g/t Au.
Freewest and Murgor report that, at Zone F-51, drill hole WIN-05-87 has confirmed the
north-eastern and depth extension of an ore shoot with the intersection of 44.47 g/t Au
over a 2.0 meter between 147 and 149 meters depth. Drill holes WIN-05-86 and 88 were
drilled off the ore shoot and yielded no significant assays. The gold mineralization at
Zone F-51 occurs in the same NE-trending, NW dipping structure as the F-17 Zone
approximately 700 meters to the NE. Mineralization at Zone F-51 has a strike extent of
approximately 200 meters is known to a depth of approximately 150 meters, and is open
to the NE and at depth. The ore shoot of higher grades and widths occurring within the
shear zone and plunges approximately 45 degrees to the NE. To date only one ore shoot
is know at Zone F-51 but a minimum of two of these ore shoots have been defined at
Zone F-17 where ore shoots are plunging 10 degrees NE.
Freewest and Murgor also report that five drill holes were drilled on the F-17 Zone, off
the ore shoots, during this phase of drilling. The best results are WIN-05-81 grading 4.00
g/t Au over 3.0 m and WIN-05-85 grading 3.80 g/t Au over 3.0 m.
Freewest and Murgor drilled to continue defining the geometry of Gold Zone F-17
following the last down-plunge intersection of 15.97 g/t Au over 7.6 meters. In this
phase of drilling two drill holes have extended the same ore shoot another 50 meters to
the NE with the following results:WIN-06-90 grading 9.76 g/t Au over 5.0 m and WIN05-95 grading 8.40 g/t Au over 3.0 m.
According to Freewest and Murgor, the new intersections confirm that the gold
mineralization occurs in NE-trending brittle-ductile shear zones dipping approximately
70 degrees to the NW, with ore shoots of higher grades and widths raking approximately
10 degrees to the NE. A minimum of two of these ore shoots have been defined at Zone
F-17 spaced by approximately 30 meters of lower grade material. Zone F-17 remains
open to the NE and at depth. The longitudinal section of Zone F-17 also suggests a
possible larger ore shoot raking at 45 degrees NE such as the ore shoots of Gold Zone F51. Other drill holes from this phase of drilling failed to uncover significant
mineralization with best results occurring in drill hole WIN-06-91 (1.52 g/t Au over 4.0
m from 38m to 42m). Drill holes Win-06-89 and 96 intersected a cross-cutting fault zone
whereas drill holes WIN-06-91 to 94 tested other up-plunge extensions of ore shoots or
other poorly defined ore shoots.
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Murgor Resources Inc. and Freewest Resources Canada Inc. have optioned to acquire
the URBAN property (formerly known as the GREENSHIELD property) located in
Urban Township, Québec.
NORONT RESOURCES INC
Noront Resources Inc. (Noront) resumed drilling at the WINDFALL LAKE property.
Five drill holes have been completed and three lost in overburden for a total drilled of
2,222 meters. Drilling intersected 27.3g/t Au over 14.40 meters. The drill holes reported
here cover a 200 meter strike length of the presently known mineralized felsic volcanic
package down to a maximum vertical depth of 400 meters. Holes 84 and 85 tested for
extensions of the deep Zone 27 zone to the southwest and holes 83, 86, 89 and 90 were
completed to test for northeasterly extensions of Zone 27 and others.
Noront conducted surface geological mapping and outcrop sampling as well as a
geological compilation and interpretation of previous drilling results on its WINDFALL
LAKE property in Urban Township, Québec. According to Noront, the gold
mineralization discovered to date is interpreted as being situated along a series of eight,
northeasterly striking, steeply north-dipping structural zones accompanied with sulphide
enrichment, silica and/or potassium enrichment, brecciation and/or injection of vein
material. It is also postulated that, a secondary component to the gold enrichment
preceding a later stage mineralizing event consists of near northerly striking cross
structures dipping flatly and causing gold enriched shoots along the northeast striking
corridors. The gold zones to date vary in width from 0.7 meters to 17.4 meters with
grades reaching 382.4 grams per tonne. Many of the zones have limited vertical
continuity and vary in grade erratically along strike with the better gold grades occurring
at the intersection of the northeasterly and northerly striking structural zones.
Noront reports that the 800 m2 area of gold mineralization in felsic volcanic rocks on the
WINDFALL LAKE property tested by Noront to date has been further enlarged by
Murgor Resources Inc. in its adjoining property to the north. On the Noront property,
the gold-hosting northeasterly-striking corridors remain open along strike and down dip.
STRATECO RESOURCES INC
Strateco Resources Inc. (Strateco) acquired 100% interest in the DISCOVERY
property from GéoNova Explorations Inc.. Strateco will create a new company called
Cadiscor Resources Inc. into which it will transfer all non-uranium assets.
Strateco describes the DISCOVERY as a 124-claim (3,371 hectares) property lying 45
kilometers northwest of Lebel-sur-Quévillon. Work done by Strateco resulted in the
creation of a geological model based on the systematic repetition of northeast-striking
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faults at intervals of about 600 metres. The model indicated the presence of four
mineralized zones (lenses) called the West, East, Section 600 and Section 1200 lens, at
the intersection of the northeast faults and the Discovery structure.
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6. CREE NATION OF OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
6.1. Geology and mineral resources potential
The community of Ouje-Bougoumou is proximal to Chapais and Chibougamau. The
Chibougamau area is characterized by 2 mafic-felsic volcanic cycles (the Roy Group)
overlain by a sedimentary assemblage (the Opemisca Group). The Roy Group includes
mafic intrusions such as the Lac Doré Complex, the Cummings Complex and the
Opawica Complex. Multi-phase synvolcanic granitiod intrusions (the Chibougamau
Pluton) occur in the core of anticlines (Doucet et al, 2003).
Two types of deposits are characteristic of this area: massive sulphide veins with copper
and gold mineralization occurring in shear zones and porphyry-type copper-gold
mineralization.
In 2006, Cogitore Resources Inc. discovered massive sulphides on the SCOTT LAKE
project and reinterpreted the geology of the Cogitore Resources Inc-Inmet Inc.
LEMOINE property by identifying numerous synvolcanic faults which define the border
of a caldera structure and controlled the flow of mineralized fluids in the sector.
DIOS Exploration Inc. identified kimberlite indicator minerals on the CHIBOUKI
property thereby confirming the diamond potential of the area.
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6.2. Mineral Exploration Activity (Ouje-Bougoumou)
NTS
32G16; LEMOINE
32G16; BARLOW
32G
32G09; LEMOINE
32G
32H13; 32I04
32G16; MCKENZIE
32G09, 10 ; HAUY
32G15; LEVY
32G15; LEVY
32G16; MCKENZIE
32G16; MCKENZIE
32G16; MCKENZIE
32G16; MCKENZIE;
ROY
32G08, 09; LA
DAUVERSIERE
32G
32G16; 32J01;
MCCORKILL
32G14, 15;
OPEMISCA
32G16; ROY

COMPANIES/PROSPECTORS

COGITORE RESOURCES INC
COGITORE RESOURCES IN & INMET
ALEXANDRIA MINERALS CORPORATION
D’ARIANNE RESOURCES INC
CAMPBELL RESOURCES INC
DIOS EXPLORATION INC
TYPHOON EXPLORATION INC
SOQUEM INC & ITAMINERAQUE RESOURCES
INC
LES RESSOURCES TECTONIC INC
2736-1179 QUÉBEC INC
EXPLORATEURS INNOVATEURS DE QUÉBEC
INC
SOQUEM INC & ITRAMINERAQUE
RESOURCES INC
SOQUEM INC & ITRAMINERAQUE
RESOURCES INC
MESTON RESOURCES INC & SOQUEM INC
MSV RESOURCES INC
NOVAWEST RESOURCES INC
CAMPBELL RESOURCES INC & SOQUEM INC
CAMPBELL RESOURCES INC & SOQUEM INC
TYPHOON EXPLORATION INC
SOQUEM & NIMSKEN CORPORATION INC
CAMPBELL RESOURCES INC

PROJECTS

SCOTT LAKE
LEMOINE
GWILLIN
LA DAUVERSIERE
CORNER BAY
CHIBOUKI
MCCORKILL
BROSMAN (1230)

SUBSTANCES

WORK

Year

HYGRADE
MINE COOKE
OPEMISCA EX-07C

Au
Cu-Au-Zn-Pb-Ag
Cu-Au

D, DPEM
D(9:6,531)
AGp
S
D(8:10698)
GC(T), Mag
G, Gc(r), S
D(12:2358),
G, IP, Mag, Pr
G
D(7:2620)
Mag, T, Gc(r)

MOP II (1206)

Cu-Au

D(17:4897), Pr

2004-2005

RADAR (1287)

Cu-Au

D(7:1514)

2004-2005

CM 437
COMMENCEMENT

Cu-Au
Cu-Au

DPEM
D(6 :1660),
Mag, EM, IP
S
D(31:8465),
EM, Gc, IP, Pr
D(?:?)
D(7:320), G,
Gc(r), S
EM, IP, MagEM(A)
D(59:28340)
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2006
2006
2006
2006
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2004-2005
2004-2005
2004-2005
2004-2005
2004-2005
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2004
2004
2004
2004-2005?
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ALEXANDRIA MINERALS CORPORATION
Alexandria Minerals Corporation (Alexandria) reports that it will conduct an airborne
survey over the GWILLIM property.
D’ARIANNE RESOURCES INC
Arianne Resources Inc. (Arianne) reports that 34 samples collected from the LA
DAUVERSIERE property in 2005 returned 12 values superior to 1 g/t Au including one
value of 7.10 g/t Au and one of 26.5 g/t Au.
CAMPBELL RESOURCES INC
Campbell Resources Inc. (Campbell) updated the results of the in- depth drilling
program on the CORNER BAY project. The Corner Bay deposit is situated on the south
side of the Doré Lake complex. The objective of the campaign was to verify the potential,
at-depth, of the Main zone between -600 and -1200 m, on the west side of the diabase
dyke which intercepts the zone. A total of 10,698 meters spread over 8 new holes as well
as the deepening of a drill hole dating back to 1995 were investigated during this drilling
campaign.
Campbell states that, generally, the mineralization is found in a strongly altered zone
composed of chlorite, calcite and sericite. The varying proportions of these minerals give
a brecchiated look to the rock. The higher concentration of sulphides (chalcopyrite,
pyrite) is found in a brecchiated quartz and carbonate vein. The sulphides are usually
found in a massive to semi-massive "splash" within the quartz. On either side of those
"splashes", the sulphides are disseminated with quantities diminishing gradually.
Campbell reports that in hole CB-05-91, the Main zone corresponds to a 16 m interval
(core length) heavily altered in chlorite, sericite and calcite but low in sulphides (tr. to
5%) mainly pyrite. Holes CB-05-94, 96 and 97 all intercepted an important alteration
zone corresponding to the Main zone, west of the dyke. However, only small cm to dm
mineralized zones were intercepted in Hole 94 and contain mainly pyrrhotite and pyrite
with low quantities of chalcopyrite. Mineralization in holes 96 and 97 is much more
important. It is present in cm to dm veins (3-15% sulphides) and in cm to dm zones of
semi-massive to massive sulphides (30-80%). However, again the dominant sulphides are
pyrite and pyrrhotite. The best mineralized intervals with chalcopyrite are located on the
footwall of the zone. Hole CB-05-97 also intercepted the Main zone, to the east of the
diabase dyke. Here the rock is altered over 25 m (core length) between 730 and 755 m.
Mineralization is weak on the first half of the core (trace to 5% sulphides) but becomes
interesting in the second half with dm intervals containing sulphides varying from 10 to
40% and chalcopyrite reaching up to 25%. Hole CB-05-98 intercepted weak to average
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altered zones more or less discontinuous between 725 and 747 metres. The sulphide
content varies between 1 to 15%, often dominated by chalcopyrite. The best interception
graded an average of 2.13% Cu over 2.55 m (core length) on the footwall of the Main
zone. Holes CB-95-01 and 93 both intercepted an interesting altered and mineralized
zone, east of the dyke. Considering their positioning, the zone could correspond to the
little known East zone which is situated 150-200 m east of the Main zone. These results
could lead to the development of economic sectors in the East zone.
Campbell completed an update of resources calculations in January 2006. The update
includes definition drilling done on the upper portion of the deposit in 2004 and 2005
(surface -600 metres) as well as holes F-44, F-44W, F-101, CB-95-01, and CB-05-91 to
98 having intercepted the mineralization situated on the west side of the dyke, at depth.
Principal parameters: True minimal width of 1.6 meters with maximum radii of influence
of 25, 50 and 75 meters respectively for the measured, indicated and inferred categories
for the east side of the dyke. All resources on the west side of the dyke were categorized
as inferred. High grades cut at 12% Cu. The polygon method is used for calculations. As
soon as the financial situation will allow it, Campbell will start the development of a
decline and two levels which will allow for the extraction of a 40,000 tons bulk sample.
Once all physical parameters of the ore body are defined, Campbell will develop the ore
body to a depth of 300 meters to begin ore production. The extracted ore will be
processed at the Campbell Copper Rand mill located 45 Km away.
COGITORE RESOURCES INC
COGITORE Resources Inc. (COGITORE, formerly Woodruff Capital Management
Inc.) reported the discovery of massive sulphides at the Company's 100% owned SCOTT
LAKE Project. Hole SC-04, drilled to test a deep “Off-Hole” Borehole EM anomaly
originally identified by a previous operator intersected 2.34 metres of volcanogenic
massive sulphides (VMS) along the same horizon that hosts the Selco deposit located
about one kilometre further to the east. Hole SC-04 returned 0.24% Cu, 4.14% Zn, 0.11
g/t Au and 15.10 g/t Ag over 1.36 metres and 0.79% Cu, 2.72% Zn, 0.05 g/t Au and 9.50
g/t Ag over 0.98 metre.
According to COGITORE, the sulphides were intersected at a vertical depth of 740
metres and are partly detached from their felsic host rocks by mafic dykes. Thick
envelopes of stringer and disseminated sulphides occur in felsic rocks above the massive
sulphides and have yet to be sampled and assayed. A borehole DPEM survey was done in
the hole and results indicate that the sulphides intersected are at the edge of a larger
conductor which is centered to the east and above the SC-04 intersection. The two closest
holes testing the horizon in the direction of the conductor are located 800 metres directly
to the east, and 600 metres to the east and above SC-04 respectively.
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COGITORE states that the large distance separating these holes, combined with the
results of borehole geophysics, indicates that there is ample room for the new lens to
contain significant additional sulphides. The fact that the sulphides are strongly
anomalous in base metals while still at the edge of a larger conductive mass, suggests that
SC-04 may have hit the edge of a potentially significant new VMS deposit. Such deposits
are strongly zoned with respect to their metal contents, typically with zinc in the
periphery and copper towards the center of any given lens. Also, grades and thicknesses
tend to be greater as the center of a lens is approached.
COGITORE also reported significant massive sulphides intercepts in follow-up drill
hole SC-05 of a new volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS) discovery made at the
SCOTT LAKE project. Hole SC-05 intersected a combined total of 11.76 metres of
massive sulphides distributed in 4 bands separated by mafic dykes and returned from
0.07% to 1.93% Cu, from 4.01% Zn to 9.18% Zn, from 0.08 g/t Au to 0.34 g/t Au and
from 29.10 g/t Ag to 91.90 g/t Ag. The sulphides were intersected at a vertical depth of
600 metres, 104 metres east and 138 metres above the original discovery hole SC-04.
Prior to the intrusion of the late dykes, the massive sulphides would have represented a
substantial thickness of nearly 12 metres, which is the thickest massive sulphide VMS
intersection drilled on the property since exploration commenced in 1975.
COGITORE states that Hole SC-05 bottomed in a mafic intrusive which appears to have
detached the massive sulphides from their original volcanic footwall rocks. This is also
the current interpretation with Hole SC-04. The mafic dykes cutting the sulphides have
caused some remobilization and adsorption of the earlier formed sphalerite-rich
sulphides, as demonstrated by several veinlets and blebs of sphalerite and quartz in the
three dyke rock intervals.
COGITORE completed borehole pulse electromagnetic surveys (PEM) in SC-05 and
reports that results clearly indicate extension of conductivity above and to the east of SC05. This mimics the PEM off-hole response from Hole SC-04, which caused SC-05 to be
drilled.
COGITORE states that, including the SC-04 and SC-05 holes, there are currently only 4
diamond drill holes in the 1000 meter x 500 meter immediate discovery area, all
separated by distances of at least 200 metres. The remaining two holes, drilled in the
early 1990’s, intersected disseminated and stringer-type sulphide mineralization. The
overall favourable volcanic stratigraphy hosting the discovery can be traced for 20
kilometres along strike, all within the SCOTT LAKE property.
COGITORE also reported the discovery of copper-bearing stringer sulphides at the
SCOTT LAKE project. The discovery was made while deepening Hole SL-93-105,
which was originally drilled in 1993 to a depth of 852 metres. Stringer sulphides,
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including chalcopyrite and sphalerite, were intersected in varying amounts from 982m to
1076m, i.e. over a core length of 94 metres. Very encouraging copper values were
obtained in these stringers, such as 2.54% Cu over 6.83 metres and 9.67% Cu and 42.40
g/t Ag over 1.50 metres.
COGITORE conducted a borehole DPEM survey in the deepened SL-93-105A hole.
Results suggest that the sulphides intersected are part of a large conductor and that a
“build-up In-Hole” still persists at the end of the hole. COGITORE interprets this as a
response from more conductive material located beyond the end (1,089m) of the current
hole. Further deepening of the hole is planned for the near future.
According to COGITORE, the nature and style of the mineralization intersected in Hole
SL-93-105A is typical of proximal facies of feeder zones to volcanogenic massive
sulphide deposits. Given the large spacing between the stringer zone and the new massive
sulphide lens, this stringer zone may be related to the massive sulphides intersected in
holes SC-04 and SC-05 (which are located respectively 370 metres and 530 metres
away), but may also be related to a separate nearby lens.
COGITORE states that the LEMOINE and SCOTT LAKE properties both enclose
laterally extensive segments of the Waconichi Formation over 17 km and 20 km of strike
length respectively.
In December 2005, COGITORE reported the results of a 9-hole, 6,531-metre drilling
program on the COGITORE-INMET LEMOINE property. New information from this
drilling program, as well as new treatment of existing lithogeochemical data, led
COGITORE to reinterpretation, including the identification of new stacked mineralized
intervals and synvolcanic caldera/graben types of structures that are known to be
favourable geological features for massive sulphide emplacement. Hole LEM-47 was
drilled about 3 kilometres southwest of the past producing Lemoine Mine and was
targeting a new potentially mineralized horizon located 250 metres north of and
strategraphically below the horizon that hosted the Lemoine Mine. Hole LEM-47
returned from 0.18 Cu to 2.31% Cu and from 0.20% Zn to 1.77% Zn over a cumulative
length of 35.4 metres. Hole LEM-49 was drilled 4.6 kilometres east of the Lemoine Mine
and was targeting the Lemoine Mine horizon at a vertical depth of about 350 metres.
Disseminated and stringer sulphides were intersected containing up to 0.19% Cu and
3.19% Zn over 1.25 metres. The mineralized interval is hosted in a 14 metre thick newly
identified rhyolite unit enclosed within the Lemoine Andesite. Mineralization continues
downward into the Lemoine Andesite.
COGITORE states that all of the mineralization noted above is hosted by volcanic rocks
above the Lemoine Mine horizon and reflects a hydrothermal system vigorous enough to
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breach through rocks overlying the Lemoine horizon in this area and that mineralization
continues down into the Lemoine Rhyolite, which is the footwall of the Lemoine deposit.
According to COGITORE, detailed reinterpretation of the geology around Hole LEM-49
led to the identification of numerous synvolcanic faults, which together define the border
of a caldera structure. This sector is also characterized by disseminated sulphide
mineralization that extends well into overlying Gilman basalts. COGITORE also states
that the spatial coincidence between the faults and mineralization found both in LEM-49
and in nearby Gilman basalts indicates that such synvolcanic faults did control the flow
of mineralized fluids in this sector.
DIOS EXPLORATION INC
DIOS Exploration Inc. (DIOS) received recent microprobe data from the last series of
kimberlite indicator minerals found on the CHIBOUKI project that confirm at least four
distinct well-defined glacial dispersal trains on two main claim blocks, Mistissini and
Sauvage Lake. Processing of till samples yielded numerous high-interest kimberlite
indicator minerals (KIM), including high-chromium and low-calcium G10 pyropes
garnets within the diamond window field, G9 pyropes, diamond-inclusion and
harzburgitic chromites, picro-ilmenites, omphacites (indicative of eclogitic rock material
within kimberlite), chromium-diopsides, and magnesium-olivines. So far, 351 heavy
mineral samples were collected (25 still being processed) on the Mistissini claim block
and another 60 on the Sauvage Lake block. Numerous KIM were identified and their
distribution seems to be centred into four main areas: Frances Lake, Carbonneau Lake
and Des Canots Lake, File-Axe Lake, and Claude Lake areas. Elsewhere, background till
and fluvioglacial material, as well as up-ice esker samples, do not show any indicators.
In 2005, 145 till samples were collected in the vicinities of the anomalous areas. New
results confirm the Claude Lake train (Sauvage Lake block), a well-defined dispersal
train (1.5 to two kilometres wide) with kimberlite indicator minerals such as pyropes,
chromite, picroilmenite, TS-kosmochlor, kosmochlor and other KIM.
On the Mistissini block, DIOS reports that the microprobe data results strengthened the
Frances Lake area with possibly two sub-parallel KIM trains: the McKenzie Bay G10chromite-ILM-CPX train and the Frances Lake G9-ILM-omphacite-TS-Kosmochlor
train. These two trains are located down-ice of eight magnetic targets varying between
200 to 350 metres in diameter. About 15 to 20 km east-northeast, two other sub-parallel
G9-ILM-omphacite trains are present, the Carbonneau Lake West and East dispersal
trains. The presence of eclogitic omphacite in specific samples appears to differentiate
these trains from the one observed farther north (G9-ILM-File-Axe Lake train). Eclogite
is a diamond source rock rarer than harzburgite, but a lot richer in diamonds. According
to DIOS, the chemistry of the CHIBOUKI diamond project suggests different kimberlite
sources than the HOTISH project area.
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DIOS Exploration Inc. completed a geophysical survey on the CHIBOUKI property and
reported that the detailed tight-spacing low altitude helicopter borne magnetic survey
returned significant results suggesting kimberlite targets at the head of previously
delineated kimberlite indicator mineral dispersal trains.

7. CREE NATION OF NEMASKA
7.1 Geology and mineral resources potential
The community of Nemaska is located in the Nemiscau Subprovince of the Superior
Structural Province. The Nemiscau Subprovince is bordered on the south by the Opatica
Subprovince and on the north by the La Grande Subprovince. The northern limit of the
Nemiscau Subprovince follows the contacts of the Lower Eastmain River Volcanic Belt.
All rocks are Archean in age (Hocq, M., 1994).
The Nemiscau Subprovince can be divided into a volcano-plutonic terrain (the Lac
Champion Pluton) and a metasedimentary terrain with amphibolites subdivided into three
domains (N-1, N-2 and N-3) (Hocq, M., 1994).
Exploration east of the Nemaska area (Mountain Lake Project-Freewest Resources)
discovered arsenic-gold geochemical anomalies that appear to be associated with a
hydrothermal gold-arsenic (zinc) mineralizing event in a volcanic belt. Nickel and
copper showings were discovered in this belt. Exploration programs located showings of
layered chromite, copper-nickel and gold. Mapping outlined important zones of
metasomatically metamorphosed rocks which contain the minerals anthophylite,
cordierite and sillimanite. The minerals tourmaline and fuchsite as well as the sulphides
arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, pyrite and pyrrhotite were found to occur locally.
These mineral occurrences all contain Platinum Group Elements (PGE) which reflects the
association of ultramafic occurrences (Atkins, W.M., 1988).
Rock sampling provided the following grad assays: 2,121 ppb Pd (palladium), 429 ppb Pt
(platinum), 1.58% Cu (copper), and 1.24% Ni (nickel) in the Valiquette project and
36.55% Cr (chrome), 1,010 ppb Pd, 196 ppb Pt, 0.16oz Au (gold), and 3.15% Cu in the
Mountain Lake project. Gold mineralization in the Mountain Lake occurrence is
associated with arsenic, copper, zinc and palladium (870 ppb) (Atkins, W.M., 1988).
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8. WHAPMAGOOSTUI FIRST NATION
8.1. Geology and mineral resources potential
The community of Whapmagoostui is located in the Bienville Subprovince, a plutonic
assemblage occupying the southern part of the northern Superior province. It is composed
mainly of migmatized orthogenesis ranging from tonalitic to granodioritic in
composition, with enclaves of supracrustal (iron formation, paragneiss, metavolcanic
rock) and plutonic (ultramafic) rocks intruded by synkinematic granodioritic to tonalitic
plutons and by late biotite granites (Perreault and Moorehead, 2003). This subprovince
also contains volcano-sedimentary belts, such as the Lac Fagnant Belt, metamorphosed to
the amphibolite facies (Perreault and Moorehead, 2003).
The Cree Mineral Exploration Board conducted mapping
Whapmagoostui region in 2004-2005.

activities

in the

NIOCAN Inc. (NIOCAN) is active on its wholly owned GREAT WHALE IRON
property in the Whapmagoostui area. NIOCAN describes the property as consisting of
three iron deposits: the A, D, and E groups. The three iron deposits and their associated
rocks occur as separate enclaves within the granite and gneiss exposures marking the core
of the Huronian structural arch extending from the Labrador Trough to the east coast of
Hudson Bay. According to NIOCAN, the A Group deposit has an overall length of 5,500
metres and a width ranging from 90 metres up to 900 metres. The layered rocks strike
approximately north 15° west and dip steeply to the east. Drilling indicates that the iron
formation extends to a depth of at least 250 metres. The D Group deposit occupies an
area of about 1.6 kilometres in diameter. It is made up of a schist and iron formation
sequence. Mineral grain is coarser than that found in the A Group. In the E Group
deposit, the eastward-dipping iron formation and schist series is surrounded by and
underlain by granite. The iron formation in the E deposit contains more silicates and has a
lower grade than that of the other two deposits. Grain size is slightly larger than that
found in the D deposit. The E Group covers an area of 1.3 km2.
NIOCAN reports that the three deposits contain an estimated 942 million long tons of
crude concentrating ore which can be made available to open-pit mining and that the
crude will yield 383 million tons of concentrates containing 67.1% iron and 5.5% silica.
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9. CREE NATION OF WASKAGANISH
9.1. Geology and mineral resources potential
The Waskaganish area is located primarily on metasedimentary rocks of the Nemiscau
geologic sub-province of the Superior Province. The rocks consist of paragneiss and
schist metamorphosed to the amphibolite and granulite facies. Granites, marble and iron
formations are associated with the metasedimentary rocks.
In 2006, Majescor Resources Inc. (Majescor) entered into an option agreement with De
Beers Canada Exploration Inc. (De Beers) on the 3,246 km2 MIRABELLI project. The
property has both diamond and gold/base metal potential. According to Majescor, the
MIRABELLI property displays favorable mineral chemistry and it may represent an
entirely new diamond district in Quebec. Exploration was conducted in 2005 by De
Beers. Majescor states that the property was surveyed by way of systematic surficial
sediment sampling for kimberlite indicator minerals. A total of 867 out of 1,958 samples
collected tested positive for KIMs including several containing of 20 KIMs or more.
Probe-confirmed KIMs include G9 and G10 garnets with chemistries inside the diamond
stability field, as well as ilmenites, spinels, chrome-diopsides and olivines. A 34,569 linekilometer high resolution airborne geophysical survey was flown on the property between
2004 and 2005 generating 143 anomalies, 25 of which were tested by reverse circulation
or core drilling. The geophysical anomalies also include 66 electromagnetic (“EM”)
conductors, forming 29 “sulphide” targets with potential to host massive sulfide
mineralization. None of the sulphide targets were tested by De Beers.
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10. COMPILATION OF MINING COMPANIES IN EEYOU
ISTCHEE
COMPANY

ABITEX RESOURCES INC
ALEXANDRIA MINERALS CORPORATION
ALEXIS MINERALS CORPORATION
ANTORO RESOURCES INC
ARIANNE RESOURCES INC (D’)
ASHTON MINING OF CANADA INC
AZIMUT EXPLORATION INC
BEAUFIELDCONSOLIDATED RESOURCES
INC
BREAKWATER RESOURCES LTD
BROADBACK RESOURCES INC
CAMBIOR INC
CAMECO CORPORATION
CAMPBELL RESOURCES INC
CLEARVIEW MINERALS INC
COGEMA RESOURCES INC
COGITORE RESOURCES INC
CONSOLIDATED PACIFIC BAY MINERALS
LTD
CREE MINERAL EXPLORATION BOARD
DE BEERS CANADA EXPLORATION INC
DIADEM RESOURCES LTD
DIANOR RESOURCES INC
DIOS EXPLORATION INC
DITEM EXPLORATIONS INC
DUNSMUIR VENTURES LTD
EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC
ELORO RESOURCES INC
EVERTON RESOURCES INC
EXPLORATEURS INNOVATEURS DE
QUEBEC INC
FALCONBRIDGE LTD
FOREST GATE RESOURCES INC
FREEWEST RESOURCES OF CANADA INC
GEONOVA EXPLORATION LTD

COMMUNITY

WASWANIPI
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU,
WASWANIPI
MISTISSINI
WASWANIPI, WEMINDJIEASTMAIN
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU,
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
MISTISSINI
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
MISTISSINI, WASWANIPI,
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
MISTISSINI, WASWANIPI
WASWANIPI
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
MISTISSINI
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
WASWANIPI
MISTISSINI
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
MISTISSINI

WEBSITE
www.alexandriaminerals.com
www.alexisminerals.com
www.antoro.com
www.arianne-inc.com
www.ashton.ca
www.azimut-exploration.com
www.beaufield.com
www.breakwater.ca
www.cambior.com
www.cameco.com
www.ressourcescampbell.com
www.cogema.fr
www.cogitore.com
www.pacificbayminerals.com

ALL CREE COMMUNITIES
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI, WEMINDJIEASTMAIN
MISTISSINI, OUJEBOUGOUMOU, WEMINDJIEASTMAIN
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI, WEMINDJIEASTMAIN
WEMINDJI
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU

www.cmeb.org
www.debeerscanada.com
www.diademresources.com
www.dianor.com

MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
WASWANIPI
WASWANIPI

www.falconbridge.com
www.forestgate.ca
www.freewest.com

www.diosexplo.com
www.ditem.com
www.dunsmuirventures.com
www.eastmain.com
www.elororesources.com
www.evertonresources.com
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GLOBESTAR MINING CORPORATION
GOLDCORP. INC
GOLDEN TAG RESOURCES LTD
GOLDEN VALLEY MINES LTD
GOLD HAWK RESOURCES INC
HALO RESOURCES LTD
INMET MINING CORPORATION
ITAMINERAQUE RESOURCES INC
JEAN DESCARREAUX & ASSOC LTD
LAKE SHORE GOLD CORPORATION
MACDONALD MINES EXPLORATION LTD
MAJESCOR RESOURCES INC
MATAMEC EXPLORATIONS INC
MESTON RESOURCES INC
METANOR RESOURCES INC
MSV RESOURCES INC
MIRABEL RESOURCES INC
MURGOR RESOURCES INC
NIMSKEN CORPORATION INC
NIOCAN INC
NIOGOLD MINING CORPORATION
NORMABEC MINING RESOURCES LTD
NORONT RESOURCES LTD
NORTHERN MINING EXPLORATIONS LTD
NOVAWEST RESOURCES INC
NUINSCO RESOURCES INC
2736-1179 QUEBEC INC
OTISH RESOURCES INC
OTISH MOUNTAIN DIAMOND COMPANY
PERSHIMO RESOURCES INC
PRO-OR MINING RESOURCES INC
RESSOURCES TECTONIC INC (LES)
SANTOY RESOURCES LTD
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC
SOQUEM INC
STORNOWAY DIAMOND CORPORATION
STRATABOUND MINERALS
CORPORATION
STRATECO RESOURCES INC

WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
MISTISSINI, WEMINDJIEASTMAIN
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
WASWANIPI
WASWANIPI
MISTISSINI
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU,
WASWANIPI
WASWANIPI
WASWANIPI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI, WASKAGANISH
WASWANIPI, WEMINDJIEASTMAIN
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
WASWANIPI, WEMINDJIEASTMAIN
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
WASWANIPI
WASWANIPI
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
WHAPMAGOOSTUI
WASWANIPI
MISTISSINI, WASWANIPI
WASWANIPI
MISTISSINI, WASWANIPI
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
MISTISSINI, OUJEBOUGOUMOU, WASWANIPI
MISTISSINI

www.globestarmining.com
www.goldcorp.com
www.goldentag.ca

MISTISSINI, WASWANIPI,
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
MISTISSINI, OUJEBOUGOUMOU, WASWANIPI,
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI

www.sirios.com

MISTISSINI, WASWANIPI

www.stratecoinc.com

www.goldenvalleymines.com
www.goldhawkresources.com
www.halores.com
www.inmetmining.com

www.lsgold.com
www.macdonaldmines.com
www.majescor.com
www.matamec.com
www.ressourcescampbell.com
www.metanor.ca
www.ressourcescampbell.com
www.mirabelresources.com
www.murgor.com
www.niocan.com
www.niogold.com
www.normabec.com
www.norontresources.com
www.xnord.com
www.novawest.com
www.nuinsco.ca

www.pro-or.com
www.ressourcestectonic.com
www.santoy.ca

www.soquem.qc.ca
www.stornowaydiamonds.com
www.stratabound.com
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SUPERIOR DIAMONDS INC
TYPHOON EXPLORATION INC
URBANA CORPORATION
VAALDIAM RESOURCES LTD
VANTEX RESOURCES LTD
VIOR MINING EXPLORATION COMPANY
INC
VIRGINIA MINES INC
WEMINDJI EXPLORATION INC (WEMEX)
WESTERN TROY CAPITAL RESOURCES
INC
WOLFDEN RESOURCES INC

MISTISSINI
OUJE-BOUGOUMOU,
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
WASWANIPI
MISTISSINI
WEMINDJI-EASTMAIN
MISTISSINI

www.superiordiamonds.com
www.explorationtyphon.com
www.urbanacorp.com
www.vaaldiam.com
www.vantexresources.com
www.vior.ca

MISTISSINI, WEMINDJIEASTMAIN
WEMINDJI
MISTISSINI

www.virginia.qc.ca

WASWANIPI

www.wolfdenresources.com

www.wemex.ca
www.westerntroy.com
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11. CREE WORKERS HIRED IN MINERAL EXPLORATION
ON THE JAMES BAY TERRITORY
NAME

COMMUNITY

POSITION/JOB

The following people were hired by J. A. MacLeod Explorations Reg. for exploration companies.
MISTISSINI
CAMP MAINTENANCE
BEARSKIN, GEORGE
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
BLACKSMITH, ALEX
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
BLACKSMITH, GARY
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
BLACKSMITH, NOAH
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
BLACKSMITH, WILLIAM
MISTISSINI
HEAVY MACHINERY OPERATOR
BRIEN, ALEX
MISTISSINI
CLEANING KITCHEN HELP
BRIEN, HARRIET
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
BRIEN, JONAH
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
BRIEN, STANLEY
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
COON, BILLY
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
COON, NATHANIEL
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
COON-COME, ETIENNE
MISTISSINI
CARPENTER, MAINTENANCE
COON-COME, RON
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
COON-COME, MATTHEW
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
COONISHISH, BRUCE
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
COONISHISH, CLAUDE
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
EDWARDS, GERALD
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
GUNNER, ALBERT
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
GUNNER, ANDREW
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
GUNNER, BILLY
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
GUNNER, CHARITY
MISTISSINI
COOK
GUNNER, EMMA
MISTISSINI
CAMP JANITOR
HUSKY, JENNIFER
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
JOLLY, JAMES
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
LONGCHAP, BUCKLEY
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
LONGCHAP, EARL
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN, SUPERVISOR
MACLEOD, JAMES H
MISTISSINI
SUPERVISOR
MACLEOD, LARRY
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
MATOUSH, ALLAN
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
MATOUSH, EDDY
MISTISSINI
DRILLER
MATOUSH, ERASMUS
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
MATOUSH, LEONARD
MISTISSINI
HEAVY MACHINERY OPERATOR
MATTAWASHISH, DANIEL
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
MIANSCUM, KEVIN
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
NEEPOSH, JONATHAN
MISTISSINI
REVERSE CIRCULATION DRILLING
NEEPOSH, RACHEL
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
NEEPOSH, SHAWN
MISTISSINI
FIELD TECHNICIAN
OTTEREYES, JOHN
WASKAGANISH
DRILLER
PEACE, DAVID JOHN
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PETAWABANO, ERNEST
RABBITSKIN, MATTHEW
SHECAPIO, GARY
SWALLOW, AARON
SWALLOW, BILLY
SWALLOW, JONATHAN
SWALLOW, SIDNEY
SWALLOW, ALFRED
SWALLOW, EMERSON
SWALLOW, GORDON
SWALLOW, JOE
SWALLOW, JOHNNY
SWALLOW, NANNIE
SWALLOW, NATHANIEL
SWALLOW, PAULAMEAN
VOYAGEUR, PETER

MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI
MISTISSINI

FIELD TECHNICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
HEAVY MACHINERY OPERATOR
CARPENTER, MAINTENANCE
FIELD TECHNICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
HEAVY MACHINERY OPERATOR
CAMP JANITOR
FIELD TECHNICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
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Information compiled in this report was extracted from the following press releases:
EXPLORATION COMPANIES - PRESS RELEASES
DATE
REGION, COMPANY, HEADLINE

WEMINDJI

Aug 24,2006
June 20, 2006
Aug 2, 2006

Jan 22, 2006
June 20, 2006
Aug 3, 2006
Aug 24, 2006

DIOS EXPLORATION INC
DIOS’ update on Pontax property
GOLDEN TAG RESOURCES LTD
Exploration update – Aquilon Extension property, James Bay, Québec
Exploration update – San Diego JV project, Mexico and Aquilon
Extension property, James Bay, Québec
SIRIOS RESOURCES INC
Significant gold anomalies found on Pontax
Exploration update – Aquilon Extension property, James Bay, Québec
Sirios Resources’ partner to resume work on Aquilon Extension gold
project this summer
Discovery of a high grade silver-gold showing on Pontax

EASTMAIN
Sept 21, 2006

Jan 16, 2006
Feb 1, 2006
March 15, 2006
May 4, 2006
May 17, 2006
July 11, 2006
Aug 25, 2006
Sept 6, 2006

April 27, 2006

ANTORO RESOURCES INC
AntOro: Corrections to press release about acquisition of Opinaca
property Québec
ARIANNE (D”) RESOURCES INC
D’Arianne resources starts drilling on the Contact Zone, Opinaca
property, James Bay
D’Arianne Resources starts 3,000 metres of drilling on Opinaca
D’Arianne intersects more than 11 grams of gold on Opinaca
D’Arianne reports very promising gold results on the Opinaca property
Arianne acquires a polymetallic property in Opinaca
Arianne to start uranium exploration
Acquisition of mining companies
Arianne discovers a new gold sedimentary horizon by drilling, intersects
visible gold (31.44 g/t Au on 2.6 m) and confirms the presence of a gold
corridor on the Opinaca property, James Bay
AZIMUT EXPLORATION INC
Azimut signs a three-way joint venture with Goldcorp and Eastmain for
the ÉLÉONORE South property, James Bay
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Sept 20, 2006

Azimut and Everton identify a continuous geophysical anomaly over a
1.7-km gold bearing trend at Opinaca
Azimut and Cambior sign an agreement for the Comptoir property James
Bay region, Québec
Azimut: exploration update
Azimut and Everton confirm the 1.7-km gold bearing trend and prepare a
drilling program at Opinaca (A Block), James Bay region
Azimut’s partner Everton identifies a new gold target at Opinaca

May 8, 2006

BEAUFIELD CONSOLIDATED RESOURCES INC
Exploration update – Opinaca, Hemlo and Troilus

June 5, 2006

Opinaca and Hemlo drill results: new gold zone discovered at Opinaca

Sept 6. 2006

Beaufield updates its summer exploration program

Sept 29, 2006

27.6g/t gold assay from Opinaca

May 9, 2006
June 8, 2006
June 13, 2006
Aug 23, 2006

March 1, 2006
April 27, 2006

EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC
Drilling underway to test depth extension of Eau Claire gold deposit
Goldcorp-Eastmain-Azimut form three-way JV on Éléonore South
property

Aug 17, 2006

Roberto-type altered sediments confirmed at Eastmain JV projects

Aug 24, 2006

Eau Claire gold deposit extended to 880-metre depth – D vein expanded

Feb 1, 2006
Feb 16, 2006
March 15, 2006
April 4, 2006
May 9,2006
May 30, 2006
Aug 15, 2006

EVERTON RESOURCES INC
Everton and Azimut identify new gold targets on the Opinaca project,
James Bay, Québec
Everton confirms the presence of new gold and multi-element targets on
the Wildcat project in James Bay, Québec
Everton begins geophysical survey on Opinaca and Wildcat projects, in
James Bay, Québec
Everton and Azimut begin ground geophysics IP survey over the 1.7-km
long gold-bearing trend at Opinaca, James Bay, Québec
Everton and Azimut identify a continuous geophysical anomaly over a
1.7-km gold-bearing trend at Opinaca
Everton starts summer work program on Opinaca and Wildcat projects in
the James Bay region of Québec
Everton discovers a new high-grade gold showing on its 100% owned
Wildcat property in the Opinaca region, James bay, Québec
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Aug 23, 2006
Sept 6, 2006
Sept 12, 2006
Sept 20, 2006

Mar 31, 2006

Everton and Azimut identify 12 gold outcrops – September drilling
planned on the 1.7 km gold bearing trend on Opinaca “A”, James Bay,
Québec
Everton announces more high-grade showings up to 75.79 g/t on the
Manuel showing and up to 14.51 g/t on Wildcat 2, in the Opinaca region,
James bay, Québec
Everton cuts 4 channel samples returning up to 12.01 g/t Au over 4.6
metres on the Manuel showing, Wildcat 5 property, in the Opinaca region,
James Bay, Québec
Everton discovers a new gold target grading up to 35.98 g/t Au on the
Opinaca Block B, in James Bay, Québec
GOLDCORP INC
Goldcorp completes acquisition of Éléonore gold project

Aug 23, 2006

GOLDEN VALLEY MINES LTD
James Bay Cheechoo gold project and Abitibi 2006 field exploration
updates
2006 Cheechoo gold project exploration program plan – James Bay
region, Québec
James Bay, Québec – Cheechoo exploration program update

March 22, 2006

METANOR RESOURCES INC
Acquisition of a gold property in the Opinaca area (James Bay territory)

Jan 11, 2006
March 20, 2006

April 6, 2006
June 7, 2006

SIRIOS RESOURCES INC
Highly significant results on the Kukames property, Opinaca –
ÉLÉONORE area, Québec, Canada – additional information
Two gold bottom lake anomalies detected on Opinaca Nord, OpinacaÉLÉONORE area, Québec

June 9, 2006

Sirios’ field work to begin on Opinaca – Éléonore area, Québec

Aug 23, 2006

Cheechoo project, James Bay, Québec – exploration update

Sept 12, 2006

Work progressing on the gold properties of the Opinaca-Éléonore area

Apr 3. 2006

VIRGINIA MINES INC
New Virginia announces closing of Goldcorp acquisition

MISTISSINI NORTH (OTISH MOUNTAINS)
ASHTON MINING INC
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Jan 16, 2006
Feb 6, 2006
March 1, 2006
March 20, 2006
April 12, 2006
April 26, 2006
May 31, 2006

Aug 30, 2006
Sept 22, 2006

Hibou dyke on Foxtrot property diamondiferous
6,000 carat bulk sample program now underway in Québec
First of four Lynx trench samples returns 114 cpht
Second and third Lynx trench samples return 120 cpht
Collection of Renard 9 sample now complete
New dyke discovered on Foxtrot property in Québec
Fourth Lynx trench sample returns 98 cpht
Average diamond content of samples from northern end of Renard 4 now
101 cpht
Collection of 10,000 tonne Renard bulk sample and construction of DMS
test facility now underway
Ashton announces Renard 9 diamond results
Underground decline and DMS construction advance at Québec bulk
sample project
Ashton discovers new diamondiferous kimberlite in Québec
Sample from North Anomaly dyke returns 91cpht

Aug 1, 2006

BREAKWATER RESOURCES LTD
Breakwater provide exploration update at mines and properties (Coulon)

June 26, 2006
July 6, 2006
July 20, 2006
Aug 24, 2006

Sep 19, 2006

May 25, 2006

CONSOLIDATED PACIFIC BAY MINERALS LTD
Otish Mountain geophysical anomalies show Matoush uranium structure
likely extends onto Pacific Bay claims
DIOS EXPLORATION INC
Dios’ Hotish property update and uranium potential

Sept 7, 2006

Dios begins new exploration program at 33 carats, Québec – aggressive
exploration follow-up of kimberlite targets

Sept 24, 2006

Dios initiates diamond drilling at 33 Carats, Quebec

Feb 22, 2006
May 19, 2006

EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC
Eastmain earns 100% interest in Ruby Hill properties
Eastmain Resources to acquire Eastmain Gold Mine

Feb 6, 2006
March 6, 2006

FOREST GATE RESOURCES INC
Forest gate plans 20 hole drill program for Remick kimberlite dyke
Forest Gate & Majescor pull diamonds from boulders on Portage property
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Aug 15, 2006

– drilling confirms extension of Remick kimberlite dyke
Forest Gate extends Remick kimberlite dyke to 900 metres – still wide
open on strike and down-dip
Forest Gate and Majescor set to explore Portage property, Québec

July 24, 2006

GOLDEN VALLEY MINES LTD
Uranium exploration underway on Saskatchewan and Québec prospects

March 30, 2006

Sept 18, 2006

Feb 6, 2006
March 6, 2006
March 30, 2006
Aug 15, 2006

Feb 23, 2006
March 27, 2006
April 11, 2006
April 20, 2006
May 9, 2006
June 16, 2006
July 13, 2006
Aug 31, 2006
Sept 11, 2006
Sept 21, 2006

May 8, 2006
June 27, 2006

MACDONALD MINES EXPLORATION INC
MacDonald Mines October drill program targets the 1.2 km Campbell
Zone McNugget property; MacDonald signs agreement with Virginia
Mines on the LG-3.5 property
MAJESCOR RESOURCES INC
Majescor Resources plans 20 hole drill program at Portage, Québec
Majescor receives partial laboratory results for Portage, Banks and
Madagascar
Majescor extends Remick by 900 m: dyke remains open at both ends
Majescor and Forest Gate commence new exploration program designed
to fast-track results at Portage, Québec
STRATECO RESOURCES INC
Strateco acquires a 100% interest in the Matoush uranium property
Strateco begins drilling program on the Matoush uranium project and
completes the acquisition of 100% interest in Matoush property
Uranium in the Otish Mountains
Strateco confirms extension of the Matoush structure and extends project
area substantially
High grade uranium for Strateco in the Otish Mountains – 9.5 metres
grading 1.54% U3O8
Resumption of drilling in the Otish Mountains
Update on exploration work underway on the Matoush uranium property
Exploration update for the Matoush property in the Otish Mountains
Strateco intersects 1.12% U3O8 over 10.5 metres on its Matoush property
in the Otish Mountains
Strateco intersects 1.12% U3O8 over 10.5 metres on its Matoush property
in the Otish Mountains
VIRGINIA MINES INC
Signing of a CA$6.5 million agreement with Breakwater Resources
(Coulon project)
Acquisition of a 100% interest in the Lac Gayot property
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Sept 14, 2006

Signing of an agreement with MacDonald Mines Exploration Ltd. on the
LG-3.5 property

MISTISSINI WEST (TROILUS)
May 8, 2006
June 8, 2006
Sept 6. 2006

BEAUFIELD CONSOLIDATED RESOURCES INC
Exploration update – Opinaca, Hemlo and Troilus
Drill program begins at Troilus
Beaufield updates its summer exploration program

April 3. 2006

INMET MINING CORPORATION
Inmet commences strategic process for Troilus Mine

WASWANIPI

Sept 6. 2006

June 21, 2006

May 5, 2006
May 11, 2006

Jan 16, 2006
Feb 7, 2006
Feb 15, 2006
Feb 28, 2006
March 6, 2006
April 10, 2006
June 21, 2006

BEAUFIELD RESOURCES INC
Beaufield updates its summer exploration program
FREEWEST RESOURCES INC
Freewest drilling demonstrates gold zone continuity at the Barry United
property, northwestern Québec
METANOR RESOURCES INC
Metanor Resources Inc. announces an agreement for the acquisition of
Halo Resources Ltd.’s 50 % interest in the Bachelor Lake property,
Québec
Metanor confirms an agreement for the acquisition of Halo 50%
undivided ownership interest in the Bachelor Lake property, Québec
MURGOR RESOURCES INC
Murgor opens the down plunge extension of zone F-51 at Windfall with
an intersection of 44.47 g/t Au over 2.0 metres
Murgor releases NI-43-101 resource estimate on the main zone of the
Barry gold deposit, NW Québec
Murgor releases drill results from the Barry gold deposit, NW Québec
Murgor intersects 20.00 g/t Au over 4.0 metres in latest drilling at the
Barry gold deposit, NW Québec
Murgor drilling extends gold zone F-17 with two more down plunge
intersections at the Windfall property, NW Québec
Murgor increases NI-43-101 gold resource at the Barry gold deposit, NW
Québec
Murgor drilling shows continuous mineralization between gold zones at
the Barry deposit, NW Québec
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Feb 15, 2006
June 21, 2006

STRATECO RESOURCES INC
Strateco acquires a 100% interest in the Discovery gold property; plans to
transfer all its non-uranium assets to a new company
Strateco shareholders approve the spin-off of its gold assets to Cadiscor
Resources Inc.

OUJE-BOUGOUMOU
COGITORE RESOURCES INC
Nov 17, 2005
Dec 7, 2005
May 30, 2006
July 10, 2006
July 17, 2006
Aug 11, 2006
Aug 17, 2006
Sept 7, 2006

Aug 16, 2006
Sept 14, 2006

Woodruff intersects 1.77% zinc and 0.18% copper over 9.0 metres at
Lemoine
New stringer zone at Lemoine returns 1.18% Zn over 7 metres – multiple
‘stacked’ mineralized intervals identified
Woodruff buys out partner’s interest in the Lemoine project in Québec
Woodruff announces name change to Cogitore Resources Inc. and
appointment of new director
Cogitore discovers massive sulphides at the Scott Lake project
Cogitore intersects 11.8 metres of zinc-rich massive sulphides at the Scott
Lake project
Cogitore discovers copper-bearing stringer sulphides at the Scott Lake
project
Cogitore Resources inc. announces the start of the drilling program on the
Lemoine project
DIOS EXPLORATION INC
A geophysical survey was completed on the Chibouki project of DIOS
Exploration Inc.
DIOS Exploration plans fall drilling for Chibouki, Québec

WASKAGANISH
Sept 25, 2006

Majescor options the Massive 3,246 km2 Mirabelli Diamond and
Gold/Base Metal Project in James Bay, Quebec from De Beers

WHAPMAGOOSTUI

NIOCAN Inc. Bullitin
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ANNEX 1. ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS REPORT
The following is a legend of the abbreviations used in this report.
Prospecting and geological surveys
B
Bulk sampling
D(#h:m) Diamond drilling (number of holes : total meters drilled)
G
Geological mapping
Min
Mineralogical studies
Pg
Unspecified prospecting and geological study
Pr
Prospection
Drc(#h:m) Reversed circulation drilling (number of holes:total meters)
Rsi
Remote sensing interpretation
S
Sampling
T
Trenching and stripping
Geochemical surveys
Gc
Unspecified geochemical surveys
G(b) Boulder geochemistry
Gc(e) Esker geochemical survey
Gc(h) Humus geochemical survey
Gc(lb) Lake bottom sediment geochemical survey
Gc(r) Lithogeochemical survey (rock)
Gc(s) Stream sediments geochemical survey
Gc(sl) Soils geochemical survey
Gc(t) Till geochemical survey
Geophysical surveys
AGp
Unspecified airborne geophysical survey
DPEM
Drill hole pulse electromagnetic survey (borehole)
EM
Electromagnetic survey
IP
Induced polarization survey
Mag
Magnetic survey
Mag-EM(A) Airborne magnetic and electromagnetic survey
VTEM(A) Airborne VTEM survey
MEGATEM Airborne MEGATEM survey
PP
Pulse polarization survey
Rd
Radiometric survey
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Other types of studies/work
Met Metallurgical studies
TE Technical evaluation
RE Resource estimate
DMS Dense media separation
Other information
Acq Acquired property
JV Joint venture
Ma Millions of years before the present
Ga Billions of years before the present
KIM Kimberlite Indicator Minerals
ppb Part per billion
ppm Part per million
cpht Carats per hundred tonne
g/t Grams per tonne
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